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VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS

TODAY

1.00
1.30
2.30
3.00

B. M. Speed and sail boating, races at Public Landing.
P. M. Resumption of business session.
P. M. Ball game.
P. M. Sail boating at Public Landing, Lawrence Hamlin
chairman.
C.30 P. M. Banquet at Thorndike Hotel, Nathan Berliawsky
chairman.
8.30 P. M. Grand military ball. Ocean View Ballroom.
10.00 P. M. Grand march.
12.03 P. M. Cpen house at the V. F. W. hall, Water street.

9.00 A. M.
11.00 A. M.
I CO P. M.

1.30 P. M.
2.00 P. M.
4.CO P. M.
G.GO P. M.

SUNDAY
First business session. Convention hail
Nomination and election of officers.
Sail and speed boating. Public landing.
Parade assembly, Gen. Berry Square, Charles Hill,
chairman.
Start of parade.
Drum Corps contest, Schofield-White Park.

Joint public installation. Community Building.

THE LADIES* AUXILIARY

TODAY
1/
G.20
8.10
10.00

P. M.
P. M.
P. M.
P. M.

Department meeting.
Banquet, Thorndike Hotel.
Military ball. Ocean View Ballroom.
Garnd march.
SUNDAY

9.00 A. M.
9.30 A. M.
1.30 P. M.
2.00 P. M.
4.00 P. M.
6.00 B. M.

Conference of the secretary, treasurer and presidents.
Department meeting at Armory.
Parade assembly at Gen. Berry Square.
Parade.
Drum Corps contest at Schofield-White Park.
Joint installation, Community Building.

St. Peter’s Day
Services of Importance
To Episcopalians—
Dean of St. Luke’s
Cathedral To Speak
The National Roll Call and census
cl all Episcopalians living in the
Rockland parish is to be brought
to a close with a service of Re-dedi
cation and a report of the state of
the parish on Sunday June 2S> at
6 p. m.
For several weeks parish messen
gers have been taking a census of
all the families in the parish and
gathering statistics as to the actual
number of adherents, unbaptized
children, baptized, confirmed and
icmmunicants In our parish.
It is sincerely hoped that the
services will mark the beginning of

a spiritual and moral revival in our
parish family. These days are bring
ing to a greater sense of true patri
otism so also they should bring U3
to a deeper appreciation of the
Church the source from which
springs all that we hold dear in our
Democracy.
“Patriotism is not
enough.'*
We are counting on every member
and adherent of our parish family
to be present at the service, which
will begin promptly at 6 p. m. with
a Hymn sing, a report of the state
of the parish. Light refreshments
will be served in the Undercroft and
a sermon by the Very Reverend, the
Dean of St. Luke’s Cathedral.
If perchance any Episcopalian,
Anglican or Orthodox has been
overlooked please come and make
yourself known. Today if we are
Christian we should declare it.
—The Rector

DANCE TONIGHT

OAKLAND PARK
BOB PERCIVAL and ORCHESTRA

igs

Featuring ARLENE STEEL
Dancing 9 to 1. Admission 45c, incL tax
Special Bus After Dance
WELCOME VETS
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 28, 1941

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-In-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
oents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Oazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier

was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No. 21
Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the public
on

Wednesday,

2 P. M.

July

2,

from

10

A.

M.

to

In the current issue of Reader’s Digest, Congressman Rosa
A. Collins makes an appeal which will appeal to the average
reader as a very logical one, an appeal for younger leader
ship in the Army “to correct its present frightening inade
quacies.” Collins speaks from the standpoint of authority
because he is chairman of the House subcommittee on War
Department. He recently accused our military policy-makers
of building an out-dated mass army instead of a modern blitz
krieg force, says that our army is old-fashioned largely be
cause of the method of promotion of officers by seniority,
which penalizes enterprise, vision and aggression and puts
conservative, elderly officers of no demonstrated ability at
the top.
Under this system, says Collins, “a second lieutenant can
hope to become a first lieutenant only after serving three
years, a captain after 10 years, a major after 17, a lieutenant
colonel after 22, a colonel after 28 . . . He must wait years on
end. through the best years of his life, for promotion to rank
where he can reflect his ideas in army policies . . . Here in
America, where we have unequaled productive capacity and
countless young men of inventive and mechanical turn, our
military policy-makers have been too old even to make a pre
tense of keeping up with the Germans. ..Yet we might have
been several jumps ahead of them had our army encouraged
youthful Initiative and daring action in the way that Ameri
can industry does.”
.
Collins urges that we “abolish the seniority rule alto
gether, all the way down into the ranks; and make promotion
dependent wholly on merit.” He recommends lowering the
retirement age, elimination of the bottom five percent of all
officer ranks each year, extension of the merit system to the
National Guard and Officers’ Reserve, and a study of “the
promotion methods of some of our alert corporations with a
view to bettering methods in our army.”
WELCOME TO THE V. F. W.

All of our hats are off today to an invading peacetime
Army known as the Veterans of Foreign Wars. The organi
zation ts now 21 years old, and it is in line with the eternal
fitness of things that its 21st annual department encampment
should be held in a city which is bound to bestow a cordial
welcome. The Department of Maine, VJ.W., is composed of
men who saw Overseas service; men who fought bravely on
the other side of the water when timely assistance meant so
much to the beleaguered forces of democracy. Men who came
back home just as ready to shoulder difficult civic problems,
as they were to face a cruel and vindictive enemy in French
trenches. Again we say hats off to Commander Weeman,
to Judge Advocate General John L. Sullivan, and to every
other man who wears the VJ.W. button. And, of course, to
the women of the Auxiliary.

BEHIND THE PRESIDENT

It Is doubtful if any President in time of national stress
ever had stronger support than that which is now being
accorded Franklin D. Roosevelt. A Gallup poll, nation-wide,
gives him a vote of confidence from 76 percent of those inter
viewed. This does not necessarily have any bearing on a
fourth term or other political issue. It means that the
country has wisely sidetracked politics, and is concerned only
with its well being at a time when war threatens.
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THE BREATH OF OLD OCEAN

ave
The cod, salty breath of old ocean will surround you ten
minutes after you leave Tillson’s Wharf, any day in the week,
no matter how hot. If you board Steamers North Haven or W. S.
White.

buy —for the

.dans arc the
tv-price lcad-

NEW LOW FARES PREVAIL ON WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

you a really

EXCURSIONS

car, traded

You can now afford to treat yourself and year friends to the
splendid gift of a restful, invigorating trip across beautiful
Penobscot Bay any Wednesday or Sunday.
.Ask for details at Telephone 402, office of Vinalhaven *
Rockland Steamboat Co.
Both boats depart from Tillsons’ Wharf Sundays at 9 o’clock,

velvet!

»st Deal
Dealer 1

daylight.
S.S. NORTH HAVEN leaves week days at 4.30 A. M. and 3
P. M., daylight, for points East.
S.S. W. S. WHITE leaves week days at 6 A. M. and 3 P. M >
daylight, for Vinalhaven.

telephone

61

NEW SHIPBUILDING ERA
Ellsworth is to join the shipbuilding procession. Water
front property has been acquired by Leon Thorsen of Boston,
and it is announced that the first keel will be laid about
July 4. Wooden ships at present, but steel ships later—maybe.

THE TIME IS NOW
(Herald Tribune, June 27)

Trustee
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Old Sol and Citizens Welcome VFW Warmly

‘The Black Cat”

Reports Show Growing Membership

—Banquet at Hotel Thorndike Tonight
—Elections and Parade Tomorrow

YOUNGER LEADERSHIP

Admission $1.00.

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 77.

[EDITORIAL]

In accordance with the will of the late Miss
T

THREE CENTS A COPT

The Nazi-Soviet war is five days old. The priceless oppor
tunity it has provided for action by the United States has lain
unused for five days. We are five days nearer to the moment
when that opportunity may vanish.
The time is now. It is imperatively the hour to release
our Navy—to win the Battle of the Atlantic when Nazi oppo
sition is at its weakest. The time is now to clear the sea lanes,
when it can be done at least cost; to pour over them every
available bomber already accumulated In our factories, thus
providing the British with the reserve equipment that will
enable them to throw every bomber they have into the Bat
tle of Western Europe—now, when that battle can be decided.
Some are raising the cry that they want no American
men “dying to save Communism.” Surely, they can under
stand—they must understand—that it is no question of
"saving Communism” and no question of wasting life. Now,
in these next hours and days, is the time to save the
security of the United States and, above all, the time to save
life in the do^ng of it. The most murderously criminal policy
of all is that which wastes the fleeting opportunities to act
at small cost and then is compelled to pour out lives by the
tens of hundreds of thousands in the end.
This country has let five days go by. Great Britain is
five days nearer to being throttled by the submarine for five
days her air offensive has had less power than it might have
had; five days have been lost in making the invasion forever
impossible, in holding a great bulwark of democracy against
totalitarianism in Europe, in making the seas and the United
States secure.
There are not five weeks, or five months or five years. The
time, the opportunity, is now. If this country moves into
action in the Atlantic now. what it may save in American life,
American liberty and American happiness is incalculable.

By The Roving Reporter

My thanks go to Sidney L. Wins
low of Vinalhaven for a photograph
of the Hurricane Isle Band taken
near the company's store in the
early 80’s, he thinks, but which our
artist was unable to reproduce be
cause it was too faint. In the picture
were Bill Williams, John Dean,
George Evans, Frank Roberts, Will
Otis, Mat Shields, Michael Landers,
Tom Duran, John Landers, John
McIntire, Joseph Nichols, Will
Rowling, Arthur Patterson, Frank
Dolham and John Martin (leader).

The “Lady Bugs” as they paraded down Elm street Friday night in the Cooties parade

Delegates Arrive

It was a warm Wellcome, in more
senses than one, when the delegates
to the two conventions began to ar
rive yesterday afternoon.
They
found the city bedecked with flags
and bunting, and they found Old
Sol right on the job, sending the
mercury soaring to the 95-mark.
There were busy scenes at Hotel
Thorndike which is serving as de
partment headquarters, and where
registration was being conducted
at
* both ends of the lobby.
Among the early arrivals were Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Owen Weeman
of Auburn, who occupy positions of
special prominence at the two con
ventions, the former being depart
ment commander of the V.F.W., and
the latter being president of the
State Auxiliary.
.
Everybody wanted to consult
Commander Weeman. but that en
ergetic official somehow managed
to take time out, and go over to
City Hall, where Mayor Edward R.
Veazie presented him with the keys
to the city. .
In the Methodist Church last
night services were held in memory
of the 16 members of the Depart
ment who have died during the
year. Commander Weeman was in
charge of this service. Department
Inspector John Waller of Water
ville acted as department chaplain,
and a most eloquent address was de
livered by Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh.
The roll of honor follows:
Portland: Wilfred Fletcher and
J. J. Fitzsimmons.
Westbrook: Elmer D. Griffith.
Old Town: B. T. Bartlett and M.
R. Dorr.
Livermore Falls: Fred Farnum.
Auburn: L. R. Cote, Dr. W. L.
Haskell, J. B. Longley and J. L.
Hanlon.
Brunswick: Amos Merrick.

Biddeford: Arthur Roy.
Bath: Albert A. Babb.
Bangor: D. W. Davis and John
Canty.
Lincoln: Fred Preble.
The Convention Opens

The convention sessions, which
are being held in the former
Knights of Pythias hall in Spear
block, foot of Park street, opened at
9 o’clock this morning.
At the opening business session
this forenoon the delegates listened
with much interest to the annual
address of Department Commander
Charles O. Weeman of Auburn. He
spoke at length on matters of time- j
ly interest to the V. F. W., and the ,
frequent applause matched the;
hearty greeting which was accord-

ed to the popular head of the
Oversea fighters. Commander Wee
man said in part:
“With the question of “aid-toBritain” now established as a fixed
pnase of America's national defense
policy I am confident the great mass
of the American people will accept
the verdict of Congress without fur
ther debate. We have demonstrat
ed that our democracy is sound by
letting the people and their repre
sentatives reach a decision of their
own—through the exercise of our
basic freedoms. We are now con
fronted with the responsibility of
showing the dictatorship nations
that the will of the majority in a
democracy is accepted without hes
itation or division by the people.

becomes effective July I.

______ ______________________

How many of Rockland’s oldest
citizens can remember the little pa
per called “The Town Talk’’ which
was published in 1870 by the late A.
I. Mather of No. 2 Sanborn row,
Rockland.

It was printed monthly

and Editor Mather made no charge
for it.

The Census Bureau amasses a
wealth of valuable information, but
I am at loss to know who is bene
fited by its discovery that euoug i
chickens are raised annually in th«
United States to provide five for
each family, but less than one chick
en per family every two weeks.

The recent reference In this
column to “advertising cards” at
tracted the attention of several old
er residents to a one-time popular
“craze.”
“How well I remember
the advertising cards,” writes Mrs.
Carrie Waltz. “I have a very large
collection in two scrapbooks. I was
a school girl at tne time and some
times after school I would go down
to the Kittredge and Merrill Drug
stores and J. P. wise and J. C. Lib
by's Hardware stores where I always
got
most of the pretty ones. Some
miles of a German raider, whicn
of them came in sets, four and six
fired a warning shot. But CaDt. in a set. I have a very pretty set
Kalloch kept his ship at full speed which I got at the opening of Ful
_____________________ ____ ler & Cobb's new store under Farwell hall at ‘The Brook’ Dec. 9,1881.”

HEARD GERMAN’S WARNING SHOT
But Capt. Ralph Kalloch Kept On Going
—Rockland Boy’s Next Voyage Will
Be Into the War Zone
Capt. W. Ralph Kalloch, mas
ter of the steamship Excello, lately
returned from a five months cruise j
into the Orient, kept a long time

promise Thursday when he bought
the Mary Skay house at 79 Union
street, with the intention of again
becoming a resident of his native
city. The property adjoins the
residence of his sister, Mrs. Mar
garet Kalloch Perry and is an ar
rangement which is viewed with
much satisfaction by brother and
sister, especially as their mother,
Mrs. W. R. Kalloch, is also a resi
dent of Rockland.
Their brother, Charles W. Kal
loch, European manager of the ]
American Export Lines, is at pres
ent residing in Lisbon, Portugal,
having been forced to move from
Genoa, Italy, by the exigencies of
the existing war.
Capt Kalloch's latest voyage took
him to India, Burma and Ceylon,
and his ship carried motor- trucks
and war supplies. Under peace
time conditions the cruise would
not have required nearly five
months, as it would have taken
him through the Mediterranean,
but this area is not a healthy locality for ships these days, so the
Excello made the long detour
around the Cape of Good Hope, and
logged 12,000 miles, out of New
York.
“That’s what we’re paid for,” said
In the South Atlantic Capt. KalCapt. Ralph W. Kalloch, who »s
loch’s ship passed within four about to make a voyage to the Red

The Old Farmer says the dough
nut hole was invented, on this date
in 1849, at Camden, Vt. Trimming
the edge of it with a doughnut came
much later, of course. And by the
way, where is Camden, Vt.?—Ed.
Pointer in the Boston Globe.
There probably isn’t any Camden,
Vt., but there is a Camden Mewhere Capt, Hanson Gregory, In
ventor of the doughnut hole lived—
later a resident of Rockland, Me.

Batti despatches say that the
Iron Works is ahead of its naval
construction schedule. There are
enough Rockland men working there
to make that possible.
Those who recently puzzled over
A. J. See’s egg problem will be in
terested to know his solution. It
follows: Boy 1—120 eggs, 10 dozen
@ 2Oc. $2.00; boy 2—1 dog. eggs, $20c,

2 melons ® $60. $1.20; 1 pail at 60c’
$.60, total $2.00; boy 3—4 dog rgg
® 20c $.80; 1 melon @ 00c, 60c; I
pail <& 60c, 60c; total. $2 00; boy 4- 7 dozen eggs ® $.20, $1.40; 1 melon.
60c; total $2.00. Use any price per
dozen for eggs; melon and pail
prices each 3 times the dozen price
of eggs.

Sea and Suez.

and did not alter his course. The
Germans could not have failed to
identify the Excello’s nationality,
for the American flag was painted
on its side, and the United States
Ensign flew at the stern. But it
was all indicative of what might
have happened had this country
been at war.
(Continued on Page Three)

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

The German advance in Russia continues, but the Soviets
claim to have dealt the invaders severe blows.
A heavy automobile production cut for 1942 is said to
be due.
The War Department has asked Congress to authorize a
far-reaching purge of unlit officers whose retention Acting
Secretary of War Robert Patterson warned would constitute
“a real danger to national security.”
The Dover coast quaked heavily early today under the
impact of great explosions rolling across the channel from
the French coast where British bombers carried a growing
offensive against the Germans into its 17th day.
The Senate yesterday unanimously confirmed the nomi
nation of Harlan Fiske Stone. New Hampshire-born Repub
lican liberal, to be Chief Justice of the United States. Stone,
who is 69, succeeds Charles Evans Hughes, whose retirement

“As far as the members of tiie
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
United States are concerned there
can be no question where we stand,
either as individuals or as an organ
ization. Each of us has taken a
solemn obligation to maintain true
allegiance to the government of the
United States of America, and
fidelity to its Constitution and laws.’
“The decision to aid other de
mocracies of the world Is now the
law of the land. Like all other laws
this legislation demands obedience
in spirit as well as In practice. Any
member of our organization who
finds it impossible to subscribe his
obedience tb our established laws
is violating his pledge of fidelity and
(Continued on Page Five)

The picture of the Hurricane
Band was furnished by M. F. Lan
ders. “There was another Hurri
cane Band in the early 1900’s,"
writes Mr. Winslow, “and I’ve been
looking for some former citizen of
that town to write its history so
that it may be kept on file with the
roster of other Knox County Bands."

COMPLETE LINE—TWO BIO STORES

Opening Dance

468 MAIN STREET, formerly the Open Kitchen.
Next North of A. & P. Super Market
437 MAIN STREET, formerly First National Store
Opposite Perrys’ Main Street Market

Owl’s Head Town Hall
WEDNESDAY. JULY 2

JAMES DONDIS

Sponsored by Owl’s Head Grange
Music by
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DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA

One year ago; Warrens new
bridge was dedicated. Among the
speakers were Willis R. Vinal, Rep
resentative Elbert L. Starrett,
County Commissioner Adin L. Hop
kins, and Bradford C. Redonnet.
Stuart C. Burgess was master of
ceremonies .—Chester B. Hall, long
prominent as a town official, died
in Warren, aged 75 years.-Dr.
Henry L. Elliot, 65, died in Cush
ing-Betty Beach was elected presi
dent of the Congregational -Tuning
Choir.
A. P. Snowman and son
Snowman entertained their
and a few other friends
night at a lobster supper,
Seven Tree Pond camp. Ci
other games were enjoyed.

Every-Otner-Da?

Knox County's Latest Contribution

The Courier-Gazette The Memory Man
S-A-1

Delight thyself also in the lord;
and he aha 11 give thee the desires
of thine heart —Psalms 37: 4.

By SELIGER

Says About “Swing”

A Ticket Contest

LEAGUE
The

• • • •
Thursday night the tables were
turned in the battle between
Beaton's Pets and the Als Closeshavers, the Pets getting trimmed
to the tune of 7-4. The first of the
game, with Al’s boys at bat. looked
rather dubious, as Lord flyed out
to left field, and1 Freddie Wink and
Kent Glover struck out. iBartlett
looked good in this inning. The
Pets did not score until the
of the second inning, when Heald
sent out a two-bagger and was
followed by the fastest first baseThe Knox County men who left Rockland for one year's military service Thursday morning under the man in the league. Dodge, who
Selective Service Act. After examination and acceptance at Portland they will be se nt to Fort Devens which slapped out a triple.

go

is the distribution center for New England from where they will
to whatever regiment they are assigned to
in the country. Front row, left to right: Samuel H. Beverage, North Haven; Wilbur Abbott, Rockland; Eugene
H. Burgess, Vinalhaven; Harley J. Morrison, Camden. Second row: Austin H. Leach, Soath Union; Alfred T.
KLskilla, Rockland; Neil B. Little, Rockland; Ray W. Hyler, Cashing.
—Photo by Cullen.

Wrecked Tlieir Home
Startling Experience of
Newlyweds Known To

St. George Residents
The item below taken from a
Providence paper will be of inter
est to those who knew Bertram Wall
of Tenant’s Harbor) son of the
late Sarah Frances, and Mark Wall.
Mr. Wall and his fiancee visited last
Summer at the home of the Wards
at Elmore, and called on friends and
acquaintances in this place, after

I would fix it so that the pounder
would not have to strike tones and
semi tones simultaneously by strik
ing two keys (side by side) in order
to get tlie discords desired. Teach
ers work and pupils work, hard, in
order to avoid striking more than
one note and creating a discord.
Now, the players purposely hit two
keys at once in order to make dis
cords. Tlie objective sought by all
composers, • arrangers and perform
ers, past and present—tuneful, melo
dious melodies, appropriate harmo
nious harmonies, skillful blending
of tones in arrangements and per
fection of tone and technique in
performance—is tossed in the ash
can by the swing-crazed bunch of
publicity seekers of today and their
“art” consists of reversing the above
objectives by making every tone
sound as bad as passible.
It is only ten steps—the short
path from 70 to 80--in the age of
man. I am now well started down
that path, have no axes to grind and
have no trace of a desire for any
publicity. I,ike our friend Iree, my
only object in writing the above Is
in the hope that what I say will be
cf interest to someone and. possibly,
may help someone to see the wicked
ness of mutilating the sacred musi
cal classics. Keep “swing" stuff
forever in its own low grade class
(and enjoy it if it pleases you) but
invade not the domain of real music.

5.50- 17 FIRESTONE CONVOY TIRE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
5.25-18 FIRESTONE CONVOY TIRE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

6.25
6.00

6.00-16 FIRESTONE CONVOY TIRE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
6.00-16 ALL AMERICAN TIRE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

6.50
6.50

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8.50
6.00-16 U. S. ROYAL DELUXE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 12.50
a

6.50- 16 U. S. ROYAL DELUXE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
30x5 GOLD MEDAL (8 ply) TIRE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

13.50
16.00

32x6 GOLD MEDAL (8 ply) TIRE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 21.00
32x6 U. S. HEAVY SERVICE (8 ply) TIRE (and your old tire) .. .. .. .. .. .. .
32x6 U. S. HEAVY SERVICE (10 ply) TIRE (and your old tire).. .. .. .. .. .

22.50
30.00

32x6 FIRESTONE HEAVY DUTY (10 ply) TIRE (and your old tire) .. 33.00
Many sizes not listed here included in this sale

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE LOW PRICES AND ENJOY SAFE MOTORING

WALDOBORO GARAGE COMPANY
SERVICE
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 475

many years of absence from his
home town.
• • • •
“Half an hour after they returned
from their wedding trip and en
tered their remodeled honeymoon
cottage at 37 Cook street, Bristol,
former State Senator Bertram W.
Wall and his bride of two weeks
were severely injured and their
home wrecked by a violent explosion
that shook the whole neighborhood.
“So terrific was the blast that
walls and ceilings upstairs and down
were ripped apart, windows were
blown out and glass shards thrown
50 feet, and at several points, the
one and one-half story house was
lifted away from its foundation.
"Firemen and police launched an
intensive investigation as to the
cause of the blast. They said illu
minating gas, in the partitions and
upper part of the house exploded,
but they would say little as to what
caused the accumulation of gas.
“Fire Chief Moses M. Moore,
searching debris of the wrecked
heme, discovered an uncapped pipe
in a section of wall exposed by the
blast. He said he had not deter
mined last night whether this un
capped pipe had carried gas.
“Wall and Mrs. Wall, the former
Margaret Miller Jackson of this
city, suffered severe shock from the
heavy concussion and also were cut
and bruised by flying glass and de
bris.
Homes near by shock violently
and in one house, diagonally across
the street, the housewife thought
the explosion was in her own heme
and rushed to the basement to check
with her gas inlet and oil-burning
heating plant.

side, then settled, causing plaster
and paneling to fall.
The flash of fire scorched wood
work and set fire to a couch on the
first floor.
As other houses for some distance

shook under the force of the blast,
men and women ran into the streets,
and then hurried toward the Wall

Rockport Turn Is Scene
Of Another Machine

Insane Patient Told

Slide

To Tenant’s Harbor

Companion He Was Going

___

A New York car with three wom
en occupants caused some excite
ment in Rcckport Wednesday after
noon, when, coming down Union
street the brakes refused to hold,
and reaching the junction of Union
street and Russell avenue, the driver
found the car out of control. Two
cars were coming from Russell ave
nue, making it impossible for her to
take the turn, consequently, the car
struck tlie front of Mrs. Minnie
Crozier's residence, going up over
the front steps, and tearing away a
window box and the picket fence.
The mother of the driver who was
thrown from the seat, received a
slight injury to the shoulder, but
the ether escaped uninjured, with

but slight damage to the car. They
remained at the home of Mis. Belle
Coates overnight, resuming their
homeward journey Thursday after
noon ,

John Fields, 24. who was acquit
ted of murder because of insanity
in York County in October. 1940,

was at large last night after es
caping from the State Hospital
in Augusta where he has been con
fined.
Fields escaped at 1010 p. m„
with a ccmpanion. Arthur Moran.
32. but Moran was captured im
mediately by hospital attendants.
Details of the escape could not be
learned immediately.
Moran

told

State

Police

that

Fields said before they parted that
he planned to go to Tenant's Har
bor to visit his mother.
Fields in explaining why lie
killed Stanley Wakem 21, of Yar
mouth on board the fishing
schooner Njorth near the Isle of
Shoals in July, 1940 told a Superior
Jury that he had been "led by the
spirit of God."

The third Shadowy Sa;

of Old Town's existence a
will be presented there A
and 9th.

Oov. Sewall has name
sentatlve Cleveland Sleep'
one of the nine *ncmb<
board to serve as the fut
of the Maine Council for
Defense An oil division
named. The two dlvisu
gather statistics on coal
troleum products in Mann
definite figures may be r
to the national governmeni
In making allocations in ll
of serious fuel condition
from the war.”

The Shavers put two runs into

Scared The Pirates
Camden Red Sox

steam to tie the score.

Furnished Plenty of
Opposition At Com
munity Park

The Pets were the heaviest hit
ters, with 'Dodge, Bartlett and
Hodgkins getting triples, and Heald
and Dowling hit nine fouls before

The Camden Red Sox threw a
scare into Rockland Pirates at
Community Park Thursday night
by leading in the third by a 5-2
score.
The Sox didn’t appear on the
field until late but jumped onto
Ellis for two runs in the first and
three in the third inning.
“Chuck!'’ who was warmed up
and ready by 6 o’clock didn't find
his stuff until the fourth to hold
Camden scoreless while the Pirates
were scoring two in the fourth and
fifth, to win.
McGrath, McFarland and Mer
chant hit well for Camden while
Hall, DeVeber and Starr led Rock
land's attack.
DeVeber showed up well at second

for the Pirates, and McFarland
starred for Camden except for
stealing second with the base oc
cupied.
Rockland
..... 1 0 1 2 2 0 x—6
Camden .............. 2 0 3 0 0 0 0—5
Base hits, Rockland 8, Camden 5
Home run, McGrath. Three base
hits, DeVeber, Starr, McFarland.
Two-base hits. Merchant. Connon,
Hall, C. Ellis. Errors, Camden 1.
Batteries. Ellis and Hall; Boynton
and Bartlett. Umpires, Wilson and

Newberry.

buys it.
One of the best places to be found anywhere, consists of s'x
room house, complete bath room, furnace heat, nice garage, hen
house, about one acre land, beautiful shade and shrubbery, price
$1500. Can be financed locally.
A 38 acre Waterfront Farm. Buildings in nice condition. Land
in good cultivation; $3500. Part cash is needed.
Also several Business Properties, some will require a large
amount of capital.

FREEMAN S. YOUNG'
163 MAIN STREET

Final plans for Maine’s
annual and official Tuna
ment to be held at Bail''
have been drawn up with t
petition set for July 22-26.
lng to an announcement
Maine Development Cm
Boats from as far south a
peake Bay are expected t<
to Casco Bay for the eveij
will be the first of thre
tournaments to be held
North Atlantic this seasoi
Reed of the Commission
handling th< arrangemcij
acting as general c ha inn

he straightened one out.

• • • •
The end of the special series of
three games came to a close last
night, with Beaton’s Pets coming
close to a shut-out over Al’s Barber
Shop, the final score 4 tc 1. It was
without question, one of the best
games ever played at SchofieldWhite park, with both teams at their
best.
Boynton, pitching for the Pets,
allowed four hits, while the Pets
found Bar Lord for ten. The Pets
were the first to score. Felt going
heme cn Boynton’s single in the
second inning. Another run came
in the third inning, Frank Mazzeo
scoring on Crockett’s double. There
was no more scoring then until the
seventh inning, Tony Murgita going
in when the Pets get careless and
threw the ball around, and the Pets,
in their half cf the last inning,
scored two more runs, by means of
a triple by Dowling followed by a
homer sent out by Dave Hodgkins.
It is probable that these two
teams will meet again before the
season is over, and not a bad idea
at that.
Beaton’s Pets—Prince 3b, Top
ping rf, Connon lb, Felt c, Dowling
ss, Hodgkins r", Boynton p, Heald
2b, Mazzeo If, Crockett rf.
Al's—Lord p, F. Wink 3b. Billings
K. Glover 2b, Murglta ss, Welch If,
Day 2, Sullivan lb, Brackett cf, A.
Wink r, V. Raye rf.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 730

COME in todav! Equip

your car with the famous Safti-Sured
Firestone DeLuxe Champion Tires. It may he your last chance
to get them at these low prices and with such exceptional
trade-in allowances. This remarkable new tire is Safti-Sured
against blowouts by a patented Safety-Lock Gum-Dipped cord
body — Safti-Sured against skidding by the amazing GearGrip tread — and Safti-Sured for longer mileage by the
exclusive new wear-resisting Vitamic rubber compound. They
are the only tires made that are safety-proved on the speedway
for your protection on the highway.

WITH TODAY’S CONDITIONS, THE TIRES
YOU BUY NOW MAY HAVE TO LAST A
LONG TIME—SO IT’S GOOD JUDGMENT TO
BUY

THE

BEST
FIRST

QUALITY

FIRESTONE
HIGH SPEED TIRES
1

Sidney L. Cullen joins T|

rler-Oazette staff tonicrri
role of reporter, succeed^
Ruth Ward Mazzeo, who
years of faithful service
signed to accept a stein;
position in the law office
Payson, Mr Cullen, who 1|
this paper’s official phe
since the establishment ot
department, already has :i
wide acquaintance, and
very appreciative of a;
from the friends he has m
will make in the pursuit
duties. Mr. Cullen's teleph
are; 744-W (photo studii
744-R, residence.

Piano pupils wanted by
Creighton Graduate of N
servatory, Tel. Thomaston
adv.
Visitors In Washingt l
can get copies of Tlie Cm
zette at tlie Metropolita
Agency, 603 15th stree
West.—adv.

in

For

dependable

radio

call the Radio Shop, Tel
Main street. Complete Ph;
—adv.

For flying Instruction sei
First choice of millions of motorists
for long non-skid mileage and extra
protection against blowouts. With
the big trade-in allowance you can
eo»«ip with a complete set at
amazingly low cost.

FIRESTONE
, CONVOY
,• *

TIRES

Don’t mL»» thia opportunity to
equip, you r car with Firestone
Convoy Tires. You’ll set thousands
of miles of dependable service and
extra safety from them. You may
nevec apalf' have aha, opportunity

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
FOR YOUR OLD TIRES

77-79

home.

Treat, 68 Grace St., Rt
adv.

Dr. Blake B.

CHIROPRACTO
CHIROPRACTIl
Electrical Treat™
Special Treatment

“Dazed the former Senator was
making his way to the aid of his
'bride, who was trapped by debris
and severely cut about,, the face,
arms and legs. Wall also suffered
multiple cuts of face, arms and legs,
with a possible fracture of the left
leg.
“A general alarm of fire brought
all four Bristol fire companies to
the scene. First aid was given the

Miss Lucinda W. Wall In Union
street.
“No estimate of the lam&ge caused
by the explosion was obtainable last
night, but firemen said virtually all
of the furniture and decoration was

ruined, aside from the structural
damage Inflicted by the blast.
“After the firemen left, hun
dreds of curious went to the house.
The Walls were married at noon

May 29 at the home of the bride's

C. Everett Maine of 121

Angell street, this city. Mrs. Wall
had since 1939 been a clerk in the

Let us put New Treads
Oft. your pceseftt, tires.
Plre44one. Factory
Methodsftnd Materials.

a Savings Bank mort

gage and your “rent

money’’ in many cases
will pay off the ^nort-

gage.

6

MD TOUR OU> TIM

6.00.16

wnwcv
SCMI-MOMTMLV
oe MONTHLY

Buy a home through

___

SINUS INFECTION.
THROAT and EAR INFI

awvBMrpv, M» ■■—paw
AMD SAVE MOMCT

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your “Rent Money”

injured, and they were later given
medical attention and taken to the
home of the former Senator's sister,

aunt, Mi's.

June 29 —Tenants Harb,
barrow Farm opens for thi
June 29
Lincolnville
t
School Band at Old Churci
July 1—North Haven Hi
Alumni banquet at Haven
July 2—Rockport Three
••High Pressure Homer'' at 1
benefit M'-thodlst Church
July 2-5
Boothbay
Opi
season Boothbay Playhous•'Goodbye Again '
July 4—Independence Du-.
July 6 Knox County Amati
Operators' picnic and outln
land Park
July 9 State Fire Chief
Rockland
July. 9-12—2d annual Rock.,
at Boothbay Playhouse Pr
new comedy. "Take It
Frank Rossi who also play
July 10 Vlnalhaven—"Kn
On Parade " sponsored by I
July 16-19 — Boothbav I1
comedy. "Petticoat Fever
Reed who will be present
nineJuly IT—Friendship "Kn
on Parade’ at Friendship I
July 18 - Union
Jlnin,
sponsored by Boy Scouts.
School.
July 20 Rockport -Cone
tl» 8trlng Quartet at Capt l
Bam.
July 25 —Union
Comnn
Fair at High School.
July 30 Aug 2 Boothbay
comedy. “Young April
Aug. 6-9--Rockport Rega
man Show.

nohscot Indian pageant,
with a 50th anniversary ct

tlie book in their half, and added
another in the third. The game
slid along with errors and wild
State Registry of Motor Vehicles. throws sandwiched here and there,
Wall is a Past Department Com till the fifth Inning, when Al’s
mander cf the American Legion.”
team picked up two more runs on
a few errors. About that time.
Uncle John gave a little pep talk
to his boy®, and they got in two
runs, but couldn’t get up enough

“Mr. and Mrs. Wall returned
from their wedding trip to Gettys SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Cassie McLeod is visiting
burg, Pa., and were in the house half
an hour before the explosion oc her niece Mrs. Mae Dalton in Wal
doboro.
curred.
Mrs. Alice Simmons and grand
“Mrs. Wall was in the living room
daughter
Miss Mildren Randall, gene Godfrey .»•spent
Friday
of the first floor, and her husband
Rcckland.
Mrs.
Callie
Rackliff
and
Mrs.
Euhad gone to tfte second floor. Police
and firemen believed he struck a
match to light a cigarette.
SUMMER PROPERTY FOR SALE
“There was a blinding sheet of
Overlooking
Penobscot Bay, 5 Room Cottage, bath, fireplace,
flame, that shot through the upper
electricity, sleeping porch, verandah, fully furnished, only a few
floor and then through the first
years old; $500 buys it, free and clear.
floor, followed by a detonation that
One New Cottage on Lake, never used, fireplace, large porch,
was heard throughout Bristol.
three rooms, beautiful view; $1500.
One Lake Cottage, nearly new, completely furnished; $900
“The hcuse rocked violently,
seemed to lift into the air, at one

$5.00

WALDOBORO, ME.
Telephone 61

its

Friday, Snow’s vs. McCarty’s.

5.00-19 FIRESTONE CONVOY TIRE (and your old tire).. .. .. .. .. .

SALES

resume

shop; Wednesday night, Wildcats
vs. Bruno's Boys Club; Thursday
night, Van Baalen vs. Sunoco Kids;

TIRE SALE
....

will

Snow's Shipyard; Tuesday night,
McCarty's Drugs vs. Al’s Barber

JULY 4th

6.00-16 U. S. TIRE (and your old tire)

league

schedule next week, with these
games: Monday night. Elks vs.

TALK OF THE T

John Fields’ Escape

Crashed Into House

SOFTBALL

Makes Atmosphere Sizzle
With What Bert Farnham

(by Iree Member)
(Here
is Bert Farnham again—
Book Review
J loaded with bombs, hand grenades
(By K. S. F.)
and Tommy guns).
I In this world some build and some
War in the Desert by Raoul Aglion. tear down. The old and modern
Published by Henry Holt <& Co., New music masters builded, and the
■swing jitfcerbrains are tearing down.
Tort.
Now personally, they may swing to
Although still a young man this their heart’s content—I don't have
author, M. Aglion, is a brilliant to listen—so long as they let music
scholar and government official of alone. This they will not do. Hav
note, with numerous impo tant ing exhausted their anemic ability
posts to hts credit and often entrust-, in the field of atrocious unmusical
noises and* acrobatics they now in
ed with special missions of the most vade the field of real music and
vital Importance.
gleefully bash, mash, peund. scrabble
Across a terrain of fierce, water and desecrate the immortal works
less heat, by day, and sudden bit of the master minds in music. Fu
ter cold by night, the most drama turistic painters (?) have kicked
tic campaigns of the second world into tlie discard the Immortal paint
war are being waged. At sea as well ings of the old Masters in much the
as by land and in the air. This same manner but have not, as yet,
publication is the full and first taken the actual canvases of these
treatment of the struggle to appear wonderful painters and lorn them
thus far in America. This is The apart or daubed cheap paint all over
Battle for Africa and the drama of a them. It may come to that. We
war in the desert. With sorties by must not. however, be intolerant. We
night across trackless sand wastes, have the right to criticise but should
and cf the intricacies of military not judge these fellow men of ours
and diplomatic treatment of War
tco harshly. They may not be re
In the Desert.
sponsible for what they do.
This is not only a superb military Some years ago a young man was
chronicle but a valuable explana sent to one of our State institutions
tion of events, present and future for observation. He was, accord
in a crucial theatre of war. The ing to the neighbors, a nuisance.
author points to the marvelous They said he was a moron but he
morale of these British soldiers in insisted he was not. Said ne was a
war since 1939. No complaint, no politician. Well, to get rid of him
holding back they stand firm to they claimed he was crazy. After a
their task These soldiers are fear period of ‘‘observation'' in a state
less in battle and this is an example institution, the doctors decided he
of their attitude. Why don’t you was not crazy and a well known man
go in and avoid sh»ll splinters? frem the young man’s home town
“Death,” the soldier answered, “is went and brought him home. Some
a black camel which kneels at every one asked him why he had been sent
man's door. When it is my turn, away and he replied, “They said I
he will come to me and not before,
was crazy but it was a lie. I heard
so why worry?"
the doctor tell Mr. — when he came
A book well bound, well printed, after me that I wasn’t a bit crazy.
with excellent map of the Area of He said a person couldn't be crazy
the Battle for Africa on inside of unless he had a brain.”
cover. Worthy every thinker's at If I use strong language to express
tention.
my reactions to “swing” noise I want
it understood that my tirade is not
aimed at any person or persons but
at tlie craze itself. I don’t care a
big. fat whoop what style of noise
the present generation elects to
In Connection With the
worship. My belch is aimed at the
Rockport Regatta
tooters and pounders who mutilate
Valuable Prize Offered
the real music we all love. Let
them root and toot the ridiculous
George S. Cunningham, execu stuff they call “swing” to their
tive director of the Rockport Re heart's content, for all I care, but,
gatta Sportsmen's Show, an for the love of baby bullfrogs let
nounced today that a prize of at them stay in their class and not en
least $50 value or $50 in cash, at croach on tlie domain of their bet
the option of the winner, has been ters.
If clarinet players in our local
voted by the directors to the per
band made their instruments sound
son who sells the largest number
like a chicken with gravel in his
of tickets to the 1941 show.
windpipe and played off key as do
The ticket books will be released many of our radio artists (?) the
either Monday or Tuesday of leader would swoon. Cornet? This
next week. All persons interest *d instrument has been perfected so
in competing should ccntact the that the tone of this horn has been
regatta office on Central street, standardized and is unlike that of
Rockport before Monday. The Re any other instniment. Listen to
what the swing player does to it.
gatta telephone has been installed. A cat wailing for a lost kitten, a dog
The number is Camden 2301. Other with the croup, a sick calf, the voice
details of the 1941 event are being of a nanny goat in despair, the dis
rapidly whipped into shape.
cordant bleat of a hungry sheep—
Permission to use the water and, I could enumerate all day and
front again this year has been se still fall short of describing tlie tone
cured frem Mrs. Mary 'Louise Bole of a fine cornet in the hands of a
swing butcher.
of Philadelphia and Rockport
I have tuned hundreds of pianos
and from the Graffam-Crone Lob in my time and. although I have re
ster Pound, leasee of the Rockland- tired. I would, if called upon to tune
Rockport Lime Co.
one foT a swing pounder, put it in
James Heawood of Livermore proper condition for use, believe me.
Palls, owner of the Shepherd block
in which the Regatta office is lo ports citizens.
Miss Josephine Pitts of Rockport
cated. is having the front re
painted. and gfess replaced. This and Colby College has been secured
improvement in Rockport's princi to solicit advertising for the 1941
pal street is appreciated by Rock- Official Program.

4.75
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riRESTONE
STANDARD TIRES
The popular thrift-buy
of motorists. At this low

TERMS

6.00.16

FIRESTONE

STANDARD
TOP TREADS

Tel. 1163 For Appoint
79 PARK ST., ROCKL.V
70-71-72-'

AS LOW AS

price, there is no other

50«

tire that will deliver so
much dollar-for-dollar
value in extra safety and
long non-skid mileage.

PC* WEEK

DAVID G. HODGKIN
0PT0METRIS’
336 MAIN ST.. ROCKL.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1
Evenings By Appointi

Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of
EVERY

the simplest. Consider these advantages:

1.
2.

Greater flexibility—each mortgage treated in
dividually to meet your own particular situation.

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment

CARRIES

A. C. M100N & CO.
TEL 51

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
•

sostf

GUARANTEE

I.

6% on mortgages in good standing interest
paid when due—Ifo Tax Liens, and the loan
amortized in 15 years.

LIFETIME

TIRE

Listen to the Voice of Firestone with Richard Crooks, Margaret
Speaks and the Firestone Symphony Orchestra, nnder the direction
of Alfred Wallenstein. Monday ovoninqs, ever N.
C. Red Network

of iaterest, to suit your budget.
3.

A

FIRESTONE

McLOON WHARF

Texaco park filling station,
TEXACO MOODY’S STATION,
WARREN GARAGE,

ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLANO
WALDOBORO
WARREN

BURPEE’
FUNERAL HOI
Ambulance Sen
TELEPHONES

BH or 781-1 <* 781
110-112 LIME ROCK S

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day

Fields’ Escape

TALK OF THE TOWN Distinguished Visitor I Real Estate Deals
T

ps escaped at 1010 p. m.,
companion. Arthur Moran,
It Moran was captured imfel.v by hospital attendants,
of the escape could not be
immediately.
in

told

State

Police

that

I said before they parted that
Inned to go to Tenant’s Har»
it his mother.
Ils in explaining why he
I Stanley Waken 31, of YarL on board the fishing
her Njcrth near the Isle of
b in July. 1940 told a Superior
that he had been "led by the
of God ”

W'<!. 6

> INRIHRER ./*
ll.

OfleSALE
It

may he your last chance
with such exceptional

»le new tire is Stifti-Sured
y-Lock Gum-Dipped cord
ng by the amazing Gearr longer mileage by the
: rubber compound. They
y-proved on the speedway

‘IONS, THE TIRES
HAVE TO LAST A
OD JUDGMENT TO
BEST
FIRST QUALITY

IRESTONE
[IGH SPEED TIRES

Along In Years

GREETINGS FROM THE CITY

lane Patient Told
npanion He Was Going
Tenant’s Harbor
Fields, 24. who was acquitImurder because of insanity
|k County in October, 1940,
large last night after esfrom the State Hospital
|u> .1 where he has been con-
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F. S. Young Reports
Numerous Sales of Prop
erty In Knox County
June 29 —Tenants Harbor— Wheel
barrow Farm opens for the season.
June 29
Lincolnville— Concert by
School Band at Old Church.
July 1—North Haven High School
Alumni banquet at Haven’s Inn.
July 2—Rockport Three act comedy
• High Pressure Homer" at Town hall,
benefit Methodist Church.
July 2-5
Boothbay— Opening 5th
.eason Boothbay Playhouse, comedy,
-Goodbye Again”.
July 4—Independence Day.
July 6 Knox County Amateur Radio
Operators' picnic and outing at Oak
land Park.
July 9 State Fire Chiefs meet In
Rockland.
July 9-12—2d annual Rockland Week
at Boothbay Playhouse Premier of
new comedy, "Take It Easy.” by
Frank Rossi who also plays the lead.
Julv 10 Vlnalhaven—"Knox County
On Parade ” sponsored by Lions Club.
July 16-19 — Boothbay Playhouse,
comedy. “Petticoat Fever”, by Murk
Reed who will be present each eve
ning.
July 17—Friendship—“Knox County
on Parade” at Friendship Playhouse.
July 18 — Union
Jimmie & Dick,
sponsored by Boy Scouts, at High
School.
July 20—Rockport—-Concert by Cur
tis String Quartet at Capt. Eells' Boat
Bam.
July 25 —Union Community Club
Fair at High School.
July 30 Aug. 2 Boothbay Playhouse
comedy, "Young April".
Aug. 6-9—Rockport Regatta-Sports
man Show.

Rockland has been the meeting place of many distinguished
and important conventions and conferences, but has never extended
a more cordial welcome than to veterans who helped carry the
banner of our country to victory in the World War.
This city fc deeply appreciative of the high honor that has
been paid to it by its sele ytion as the meeting place of the 21st
Annual Encampment of the Veterans of Foreign Wars and Aux
iliaries, and in its behalf 1 have the pleasure to extend to you
Veterans, your friends and families a cordial greeting and welcome.
Rockland appreciates your noble sacrifices made for Our
Country in the time of war, also we appreciate your co-operation
and assistance in every worthwhile undertaking.
We hope that you will like Rockland and want to come agan.
Make yourself at home. The latchstring is out. Have your fill of
fun and excitement, but I urge you to be sure and see our city in
its entirety and to tell your friends what a fine, thriving little com
munity this is when you go back home. For every one of you, I
say, “Be Sure and Come Again.”
We wish for your success and happiness. Cordially yours,
EDWARD R. VEAZIE, Mayor.

Apparently no grass has been
growing under the feet of Free
man 3. Young local real estate
broker, during the Spring. He an
nounces these recent sales:
The P. H. Thomas Garage on
Park street, to the Waldoboro
Garage Company.
A St. George wocdlot estimated
to contain 40 acres to Ora Hup
per. et. George.
The Chadiboume property in St.
George, owned by Joseph 3. Luther
of Boston, to Elizabeth Wright of
Rocky Hill, Conn.
Pioperty on Granite street owned
by Mrs. William Mitchell of
Southwest Harbor ta Mrs. Agnes
Rappleye.
The Albert Quinn farm on Ran
kin street to Una K. Bridges.
John L. Sullivan, Phoenix, Ariz.,
The Miary Skay house at 70 Union
Judge Advocate General, Veterans
of Foreign Wars of the United s^ree^ 10 Capt. Ralph Kalloch
States, who will be the principal Mrs. Charles Roland's farm at
speaker at tonight's V.F.W. banquet. J Clark Island to Charles Lewis of
Friendship.

HEARD GERMANS’ WARNING SHOT
Continued from Page One)
Further evidence of what sea
faring means in these perilous days
was furnished when the ship picked
up an SOS. call from the German
steamship Elbe, which had served
as a supply ship for the Bismark
which had been sent to the bottom
by the British fleet in retaliation
for the destruction of the battle

cot
SERMONETTB
“I Will Four Out My Spirit”

Not long since, I met a Bap

tist minister, a frtend of mine.
He had been away for some
time, he told me, on a preach
ing mission to a church he
served, when young. as a stu
dent pastor. He was full of his
experience. The church had a
regular membership of about
157. He baptized ten and 50
more were to be baptized the
following week.
“Think of It, Holman, more
than a third to be added to that
congregation in a matter of
three weeks.” I did! think of it,
but how explain such a wonder
ful thing? It would be common
place to say his preaching moved
them. It did, but that is not
the answer for the good Doc
tor cannot produce a like effect
In his own large church—one
commonly says. “It was a work
of grace.’’ That is true also,
but it is not a full explanation,
for surely God would! gladly save
souls proportionately in the city
church. The real reason lies,
in my opinion, in the fact that
they sent for him.
Something had moved upon
that community and the local
pastor perceived it, and likely
caused it, and they sent for
their old pastor to come. They
were ready, “were of one mind
in one place.” His messages went
straight home.
This ought not to be an out
standing experience in the life
of a minister, rather a continu
ing one. Rev. Isaac Case had
many such experiences all over
Maine and in Knox County from
1780 on. Christ sent the (Holy

came the Robin Moor, so recently
torpedoed and sunk by a German
submarine.
An interesting incident in Capt.
Kalloch’s maritime career occurred
three years ago when he picked up
the six members of the crew of a
fisherman out of Newfoundland.
The fisherman was in a sinking
condition and only the timely ar
Postmaster James Connellan will I Dr. Neil A. Fogg has sold the
The third Shadowy Sachem Pe
rival of Capt. Kalloch’s ship saved
cruiser Hood.
nobscot Indian pageant, combined be guest speaker at the Lions “Nelson Cobb Farm" in Hope
The Excello sped to the position: the lives of those on board,
with a 50th anniversary celebration meeting next Wednesday.
indicated but found no trace of ■ Capt. Kalloch has been master
of Old Town’s existence as a city,
Mrs. Carl [Benson has bought the Elbe, joining in the search the, of the Excello two years. His next
The July issue of Yankee, that the John S. Coburn house on British cruiser Ark Royal, and an charter will take him to the Red
will be presented there Aug. 7, 8,
very blight and very unusual mag- Broadway and will occupy it as other British war craft.
and 9th.
Sea and Suez, with war supplies.
azine published in Dublin, N. H„ | SOon as alterations have been made,
Capt. Kalloch saw many trans An extremely dangerous voyage
ports
carrying British troops and Capt. Kalloch was asked how
Oov. Sewall has named Repre contains some very graphic forest
sentative Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., as fire pictures taken by Alton Hall I Jack Huke home from school has through the Red Sea.
he viewed the prospect.
I taken work at the Snow Shipyard
one of the nine members of a Blackington.
The Excello arrived back in Bos
“It’S what we’re paid for,” was
board to serve as the fuel division
and he will make good as he has ton, June 16, and proceeded to his quiet reply.
Reports reviewing the past year I always done in everything he un- Baltimore to discharge the balance
Capt. Kalloch won athletic
of the Maine Council for Civilian
were
read at the Rotary Club meet- | dertakes
of its cargo, which consisted of spurs as a student at Rockland
Defense. An oil division was also
manganese ore, used in the manu High School where he won his let
named. The two divisions will ing yesterday by the secretary and
gather statistics on coal and pe treasurer, and other business was I The firing of firecrackers and facture of steel, jute and burlap, ters as right fielder and third basetroleum products in Maine “so that taken v.p. A special period of firearms on the streets of this city consigned also to the ports of Bos man of the baseball team, half
definite figures may be presented singing was enjcyul with Dr. Wai- is strictly forbidden by the Rock- ton, New York and Philadelphia. back of the football team and cen
Capt. Kalloch began his career ter of the basketball team.
to the national government for use ter P. Donley leading and Charles land Police department, before
Lundell at the piano. Visiting Ro- | Friday, Independence Day.
in
the Merchant Marine a score
He left school in his Junior year,
in making allocations in the event
tarians
were
Frank
Morrow,
Elof
years
ago
when
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became
and
marched away w’ith the Rock
of serious fuel conditions resulting
Joseph Emery, Jr., who is doing junior officer for a steamship com land Naval Militia.
mer
L.
True
and
Percy
Keller
of
from the war.’’
Camden and Frank Robinson cf Intensive work for the cement pany operating between this coun
Today he is what the Irish would
plant is disposing of his poultry try, Germany, England and France. call “a broth of a boy"—well above
San
Francisco.
Final plans for Maine’s first big
and egg business and busy prepar His next connection was with a six feet in height, erect, square
annual and official Tuna Tourna
In the recent graduation of An ing for an important event in the steamship company engaged in the shouldered and the picture of good
ment to be held at Bailey Lsland
near future.
South African trade.
health. Rockland welcomes him Spirit, the Comforter.
have been drawn up with the com dover-Newton Theological Semi
President Roosevelt is fain to
nary,
Rev.
Cecil
L.
Witham
[for
He was promoted to master in
petition set for July 22-25, accord
Stuart Ames, steward on the 1936, his first command being tne back as a permanent resident, and say, “What the country needs
merly
of
Rockland]
was
one
of
the
wishes him good luck in the pur- j
ing to an announcement by the
Boston excursion steamer Steel
is a genuine revival of religion.”
Maine Development Commission. five honor men who were the speak Pier, is home for the week-end, steamship Exmoor, which later be- suit of his perilous vocation.
Roger Babson often uses the
ers
at
the
commencement
exercises.
Boats from as far south as Chesa
guest of his parents, Capt. and
same
expression to business
The Butler Memorial Clock is
peake Bay are expected to Journey HLs subject was ‘The Task of the Mrs. Stuart Ames. During the
groups.
Such platitudes are as
silent these days though its hands!
to Casco Bay for the event which Local Church.” Mr. Witham is to week he underwent a minor throat
meaningless
as when the late
continue to do their daily dozen.
will be the first of three major be congratulated on being an honor operation in Boston.
Vice
President
Marshall assured
Included In Bill For
The reason for the non striking is
tournaments to be held in the man, particularly as he has carried
his
countrymen
that what the
a business meeting of the Arts
that the mechanism is being over- j
Establishment of Maine
North Atlantic this season. Dick on the services of his church all the i
world
needled
was
a good five
Reed of the Commission staff is time he has been doing his semi- and crafts Society, held last MonSchools; Mrs. Smith’s Bill hauled at the Boston factory of j cent cigar. Revivals come when
the Howard Clock Co. It is the
handling the arrangements and nary course. — Lincoln County ^ay night, Mrs. Helen H. Carlson,
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will
watch
first
overhauling the clock has been souls, many or few, seek God.
News
I
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it
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decided
to
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no
acting as general chairman.
When Elder Case came from
, regular meetings until September. with keen interest the pepgress of given in 15 years.
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editor
of
the
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son
the following bill, referred to the
Sidney L. Cullen joins The Cou
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Potter
he found the
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rier-Gazette staff tomorrow in the Bath Tjmes, has thts paper’s thanks | pntertain members and friends at Committee cn Merchant Marine
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Mr
troduced by Representative Marga a sword which was in use during
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this
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Spanish-American war by Dr. John
ret Chase Smith:
years of faithful service has re
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“To extend the provisions of the j'Smith T^gg. U. S. Navy; also a
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position In the law office of E. C. be a booklet of 133 pages, carrying been employed as linotype opera- Act entitled ‘An Act for the estab- J Spanish bag captured at Santiago
vest.
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Drug
House of Representatives of the
very appreciative of assistance
want to see them all.
| store is to become an apprentice United States of America in Con ward Carlson, Shanghai volunteers
—William A. Holman
from the friends he has made and
Shanghai,
China,
1900.
cited
for
operator machinist.
gress assembled. That the first
will make in the pursuit of his npw
MARRIED
section of the Act entitled 'An Act special bravery in defending the
At the Methodist Church tomor
duties. Mr. Cullen’s telephone calls
Burgess-Morton —At Rockland. June [ “Lovelv new thinzs in the What for the establishment of marine English and American colonists,
*-»veiy new tnings in tne wiidi
row all classes of religious school
are: 744-W (photo studio); and 25. Eugene H Burgess and Lucille T.
Morton, both of Vlnalhaven.—By Rev. Not Gift Shop—beads of old Pek- schools, and for other purposes,’ ap against the Boxer invasion.
meet at 9.45. Morning worship is
744-R, residence.
Quy Wilson.
[
from China, embroideries proved March 4, 1911 (U.S.C., 1534
at 10.30 with the VF.W. as special
for wall hangings, or table scarfs. edition, title 34, sec. 1121), is Charles Greenlaw of Waterbury, guests, and Dr. Wilson’s subject
DIED
Piano pupils wanted by Malcolm
Conn., and Isle au Haut is at Con
White—At New York. June 25. Nel Fir pillows, small mirrored brack amended to read as follows:
will be “Preserving American Tra
Creighton Graduate of N. E. Con
lie Achorn, widow of Joseph C. White. I .
,__t
necticut
State College for a week,
servatory, Tel. Thomaston 156-12.— aged 83 years. 4 months. 21 days. Private €^s, cootie hatfi, bags, Lotus flower “ ‘That the Secretary of the Navt,
ditions.” The young people who
adv.
76-78
STVlc Whi^ayr«,2no,»lix:i\^ perfume, fine incense vases, trays, to promote nautical education, is attending the Connecticut High have conducted the Tanglewood In
School Youth’s Conference, taking
avenue. Interment in Achom ceme new rug patterns, and a larger dis hereby authorized and empowered
stitute will be in charge of the 7
tery.
a training course in religious edu
Visitors in Washington. D. C.
play
than
ever
of
giftwares
for
all
o’clock service. Mid-week prayer
Thornes—At Boston, Mass.. June 22.
to furnish, upon the application in
cation and group work. Charles has
can get copies of The Courier-Ga Margaret, widow of Elmer Thornes, occcasions.—adv.
service comes Tuesday at 7.
writing of the Governor of a State,
78 years.
just finished his Junior year in
zette at the Metropolitan News aged
Cay ton—At Rockland. June 27, El
a
suitable
vessel
of
the
Navy,
with
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Agency, 603 15th street, North mer T Cayton. Funeral will be an
Guadeloupe was discovered by all her apparel, charts, books, and Classical High. He is delegated his
nounced.
West—adv.
58*tf
“Christian Science” is the sub
second year by the First Church of
Jenkins At Bangor. June 26. Charles I Columbus in 1493, and was settled
instruments of navigation, provided
W Jenkins, of Rockport, aged 77 years.
ject
of the lesson-sermon that will
Waterbury
as
having
been
out

11 months, 12 days. Funeral Sunday by the French in 1635.
the same can be spread without det
For dependable radio service at 1 p. m. from Rut^ell parlors, Rock
standing in his church work and be read in all Churches of Christ,
riment to the naval service, to be
call the Radio Shop. Tel. 844, 517 port
most likely to be of value to the Scientist, throughout the world on
Clark At Warren. June 27, Erastus
used for the benefit of any nautical
Main street. Complete Philco Line B Clark, aged 71 years, 8 months. 16
church school. For the past year he June 29. The Golden Text is: “The
Funeral Sunday at 3.30 p. m.
—adv.
60-tf days.
school, or school or college having a
from the late residence. Burial at
has been president of the Chris- Lord hath made bare his holy arm
Newcombe cemetery.
TONIGHT AT 7.45, SPEAR HALL nautical branch, established at any more Society; and is elected treas in the eyes of aE the nations; and
For flying Instruction see Charlie
of the following ports of the United
urer for the coming year. He is also all the ends of the earth shall see
To Be Given Away, Dinner,
The executors' final sale of the
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
States: Boston, Philadelphia, New
Tilt-Top Card Table and $6.00—
treasurer of the Connecticut Pil the salvation of our God” (Isaiah
adv.
2-tf household goods of the late Vellie
York,
Seattle,
San
Francisco,
Bal

$2.00 each
*
grim Fellowship and the Bata High 52:10). The citations from the Bible
R. Simmons will be held July 1
timore, Detroit, Saginaw, Michigan,
V. He is a son of Mr. and Mrs. include the following pafsages: “Be.
frem 1 to 5 p. m. at her late home
Norfolk, Corpus Christi, and Rock
hold the days come, saith the Lord,
on Russell avenue, Rockport. •
Aubrely E. Greenlaw.
land, Maine, upon the condition that
that I will make a new covenant
there shall be maintained at such Outboard motors for rent. Main with the house of Israel, and with
CHIROPRACTOR
port a school or branch of a school St. Hardware Co. Tel. 268.
BENEFIT BEANO
77-78 the house of Judah; and they shall
CHIROPRACTIC
for the instruction of youths in nav
I. O. o. F. HALL
teach no more every man his neigh
TONIGHT
igation,
steatnship-marine
engineer

bor, and every man his brother,
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Gazette.
Electrical Treatments
Door and Attendance Prizes
ing, and all matters pertaining to
Monthly Prize Given
Special Treatment For
the proper construction, equipment,
Free Prize Every Half-Hour
SINUS INFECTION, NOSE.
and
sailing of vessels or any par
77-ltI
THROAT and EAR INFECTION
ticular branch thereof.”

Wants Rockland

saying. Know the Lord: for they
shall all know me, from the least
of them unto the greatest of them,
saith the Lord: (Jeremiah 31:3R. 34>.
• • • •

“The Third Person” will be the
subject of the sermon at the First
Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30.
The church school with a class for
tevery age grou^i will meet at noon. |
The Endeavorer’s Inspiration Hour
will be at 6.15. The People’s eve
ning service lasting Just 63 minutes
will open at 7.30 with the prelude
and big sing. Mr. MacDonald's
subject will be: “The Greatest Bat
tle Ground.” The choir will sing
Frank D. Alden, a highly respect
at both services. When we want
God’s way we must work in God's ed resident of The Meadows, who
way.
recently observed his 93d birthday.
a • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal),
the services for tomorrow will be
appropriate for the Feast of St.
, Peter The Apostle: Matins at 7.19,
Holy Communion at 7.30, Holy Eu
charist at 1030, roll call service at
6 p. m„ at which Very Rev. How
ard D. Perkins will be the preacher.
• • • •
The morning service at the Universallst Church tomorrow at 10.10
o’clock, the last before the Sum
mer vacation, will be one of par
ticular interest to old and young.
The entire service will be given over
to administering the rite of bap
tism to babies, older children and
adults, to be followed by the re
ception of new members and Holy
Communion. Because of the nature
of the service friends are asked to
please be in their pews not later
than 10.45.

The wolf shall dwell with the lamb.
The leopard lie down with the kid.
The calf and young lion together
And the fatltng with naught to
forbid.
The cow and the bear shall feed
Their young ones together shall lie.
The lion eat straw with the ox
For nothing shall then terrify.
No viper shall crawl from his hole
To hurt, to disturb or destroy
Nor a poisonous snake from his den
Writhe out to do harm or annoy.
They shall all live together In peace
And follow the lead erf a child
With the little one happily play

Sunday at the Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church the pastor. Rev. C.
A Marstaller, will use as his sub
ject at 1030 “Boulevards of Bless
ings.” Mr.s Arthur Fish and Miss
Miriam Dorman will sing a duet.
Sunday school follows at 11 45 with
classes for all ages. Young Peo
ple’s meeting at 6 o'clock with Miss
Miriam Dorman as leader. For the
service at 7.15 the pastor will speak
on “Learning Life’s Lesson.” Spe
cial music will include a solo bv
Miss Rita Sails and a clarinet duet

Will take care of your every
want in connection with buy

Wheelbarrow Farm
TENANT’S HARBOR

by Miss Miriam Dorman and Charles
Libby. Mid-week praise and prayer
service Tuesday at 7.30.
• • • •
A LITTLE CHILD
[For The Courier Oazette]

Ever Innocent gentle and mild.

Earth ehaU be full of the knowledge

of Ood

As the waters wide cover the sea.
Men shall dwell together In love,
All like little children shaU be
Allison M

Watts

Jamaica, Vt.

Pray, if you seek a cure for worry.

YOUNG

ing or selling.
City Homer.
Suburban Properties
Farms
House Lot*

Wood Lots
Timber I.ota
Cottages
Apartments
Stores
Business Properties

Consult us under no obliga
tions to you. Connections with
brokers in every State

OPENS

SUNDAY, JUNE 29

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

CHICKEN

163 MAIN STREET

LOBSTER and STEAK
DINNERS

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 730

Mrs. Harold Hupper
TEL. 55-5, TENANT’S HARBOR

77-79

Route 131

77Stf

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME,

TEL, 318-W

Welcomes Veterans of Foreign Wars
We are prepared to serve you for all occasions

Corsages of Orchids
Peas, Roses, Carnations or
Mixed Flowers
Table decorations of Flowers arc an addition for
your Luncheons and Banquets
76-77

BINGO

pf choice of millions of motorists
- long non-skid mileage and extra
otcction against blowouts. With

big trade-in allowance you can
■ ip with a complete set at

daringly low cost.

BERAL ALLOWANCE
R YOUR OLD TIRES

AMS TOUR Ota TIM

Dr. Blake B. Annis

79

Tel. 1163 For Appointment
PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
70-71-7e-74-75-77

6.00-16
STANDARD TIRES

much dollar-for-dollar
value in extra safety and
long non-skid mileage.

RADIO SERVICE

NORTH WARREN

ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired. Adjusted, Installed

FIRESTONE
The popular thrift-buy
of motorists. At this low
price, there is no other
tire that will deliver so

JULY 4—DAWN DANCE

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.

TEL. 708,

OPTOMETRIST
336

MAINE MUSIC CO.

ROCKLAND, ME. |

40-tf

MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 26

Office Honrs: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment

3|

W. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION
THOMASTON
Power Equipment for Cemetery

ti

Lettering
. 44-S-tf

26-25

Misses Marian Young and Helen
Young of East Union visited their
grandmother, Mrs. Clara Gracie a
few days recently.
Eugene Tolman sustained mul- 1
tiple bruises and a shaking-up
Monday as result of being thrown
from his motorcycle.

NOTICE!
The last and final sale of the Household Goods of

the late Vellie R. Simmons of Rockport, Blaine, will
be held at her late home on Russell Avenue on

TUESDAY, JULY 1—from 1 to 5 P.M.
C. S. GARDNER, Ex.
77-lt

THURSDAY—MIDNIGHT TO 4 A. M., O.S.T

HALL'S RESTAURANT

LAKEHURST DANCE PAVILION

GLEN COVE, ME.

DAMARISCOTTA
DICK POLIN and his ORCHESTRA—recently engaged for the
American Legion State Convention—No Advance in Prices

OPEN FOR THE SEASON

SATURDAY, JUNE 28 *

DANCING EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT, 9 to 1 D.S.T
NO PARKING WORRIES AT LAKEHURST

CHICKEN

LOBSTER

■■
lith Richard Crooks, Marqaret
|Orchestra, under the direction
sqs, over N. B. C. Red Network

IN & CO.

SHORE DINNERS

ANNUAL OPENING

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

DINNER DANCE
Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND
WALDOBORO

WARREN

TELEPHONES
MO or 781-1 or 711-11
110-112 UMEROCJC STKKET
ROCKLAND, MB.
110-tf

STEAK

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
, CLAREMONT ST.
TBL. Mt
ROCKLAND. MR.

AT

crescent beach inn
THURSDAY NIGHT, JULY 3
Reservations must be in by Wednesday nifbt

TELEPHONE 425-4 ROCKLAND

ROLLER SKATING

SALADS

SANDWICHES

HOME COOKED PASTRY

BREEZEMERE PAVIUON

SPECIAL DINNERS DAILY

ROUTE 137
LINCOLNVILLE CENTER

We know you will be more than satisfied with

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Our Food, Service and Prices
77»lt

76-77

PagS FoflP

Teachers Assigned

WALDOBORO
xra.fi LOUISE MILLER

Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 27

Mrs. Prank Pitcher of South Wal
doboro was guest Tuesday of Mrs.
H. E. Wentworth.
Miss Isabel Waltz of Boston*and
Miss Dorothea Waltz of Newbury
port, Mass., are at their Jefferson
street home for the Summer.
Otis Ellis has employment at the
Bath Iron Works.
Mrs. Florence Wellman has been
appointed local chairman of the
US.O. by Mrs. James Perkins, dis
trict chairman.
Wiwurna Chapter, O.EJ3. held its
annual picnic Thursday at the cot
tage of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Weston,
Keene’s Neck.
The Vacation Bible School opened
Monday at 9 o’clock in the Baptist
auditorium with 40 children in at, tendance.
Assisting the leader,
Rev. Harold Nutter as organist and
teacher, MLss Cordelia Barnard;
song leader and Junior boys, Wal
lace Pollock; primary girls, Mrs.
Harold Nutter; beginners, Mrs.
Ethel Benner; kindergarten, Miss
Jeanette Boggs, Miss Edna Young
The Lions Club met Wednesday
night at Grand Army Hall. A ban
quet was served by the Charles C.
Lilly Post Auxiliary after which in
stallation of officers was held. These
officers were installed: President,
Ernest Boggs; vice president, Rich
ard Gerry; secretary, Kenneth Wes
ton; treasurer, Maynard Genthner;
tail-twister, Austin Miller. The
ceremony was under the direction
of the Camden Lions Club, William
Kellj n charge.
Local pupils participating in the
recital given by Mary Cunningham’s
Modern School of Dancing Wednesda light in the High School audi
torium were Helen Ralph, Avis
Genthner, Doris Levensaler, Sally
Sp-ague, Nancy Miller, Janice
Ralph, Barbara Coffin, Janice Fitch,
Jacqueline Richards, Greta Ralph,
Nancy Moody, Jacqueline Harkins
and Alice Osier. Avis Oenthner reeived the first prize for selling
tickets; Helen Ralph, second prize.

also in South Jefferson, near the
Newcastle line, Mrs. Warren Hill
will replace Mr. Hill, who resigned
to go onto a defense job.
At Nobleboro, Mrs. Lucille Bangs
has transferred from the Center
school to the junior high grades
at the Mills, replacing Lawrence
Plummer who was elected at Walodboro. The position at the Cen
ter will be filled by Mrs. Dorothy
Overlock, who was transferred
from the Tennyson school at North
Nobleboro. That position is still
vacant.
The positions remain the same
in Bremen, except for the vacancy
at Broad Cove, which will be filled
at the next meeting of the Board.
The school directory is: Waldo
boro High School—Earle M. Spear,
principal; Austin W. Miller, sub
principal; Mrs. Anne Hinckley,
English and Latin; Miss Joan
Burnheimer, English; Lawrence
Plummer, Social Studies and JHS
Sc.; Richard Gerry, Agriculture.
Elementary, Waldoboro — Mrs.
Mrs. Madelyn Porter. Grade VIII;
Miss Fern Marie Brown, Grade VII;
Mrs. Arlene Hoffses, Grades VI-V;
Mrs. Harriet Holden, Grades IVIIL'; Mrs. Lillian Boggs, Grades III, Miss Rachel Orff, I-VI. North
Waldoboro; Mrs. Margaret Ford,
I-VI, Feyler Corner; Miss Ideila
Jackson, I-VI, West WaldoborOf
Miss Ruth Geele, I-VI, Winslow
M ils; Alfred Standish, I-VI, South
Waldoboro.
Jefferson—Ned
W.
Packard,
pr ncipal High School; Mrs Edna
Parlin. Grades V-VIII; Miss Gladys
Kennedy, Grades I-IV; Mrs. Helen
Hathaway, Boynton I-V; Mrs.
Io nene Weaver, Murphy; Mrs.
Lvcy Whittier, Browntown; Mrs.
Warren Hill, Ridge.
Nobleboro—Mrs. Lucille Bangs,
Grades V-VTII; Mrs. Lillian Wal
lace, Grades I-IV; Mrs. Dorothy
O/erlock, Center I-V; Tennyson IVCtn, to be filled.
Bremen—Howard Kimball, Medomak; Miss Eleanor Fossett; Musccngus; Mrs. Marian Creamer,
Long Island; Broad Cove, to he
filled.

Mrs. Elda Ames and Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Dyer are in Melrose,
Mas ., to attend the funeral of
tlieir brother-in-law Fred Popp.
fhe High School Alumni ban
quet will be held Tuesday at the
Haven'$ Inn.
The book recently published by
Mrs. Lillie S. Bousfield entitled
“Our Island Town’’ is greatly en
joyed by its readers. Mrs. Bousfleld
has worked faithfully and hard to
prepare this fine book.
Cornelia Staples and Alberta
Wallen of West Hartford, arrived
Wednesday on their annual Sum
mer vacation.
Private and Mrs. Houston Long
of Portland have been recent visi
tors at the home of Mrs. Long’s
father, O. D. Lermond. Private
Long Is on a brief furlough from
Camp Blanding, Fla.
Baptist services will be held Sun
day at the Pulpit Harbor Church.
There are 60 glaciers in Glacier
Rev. H. I. Holt will conduct the
national
park.
service. Worship will be at 10
o’clock ES.T. The subject of the
STATE OF MAINE
sermon will be ‘Positive Life’’. Eve County of Knox, ss.
June 12, 1941
ning service will be held at the
on execution wherein Josiah
village at 7.30, sermon topic to be H Taken
Hobbs of Camden In said County,
doing business therein under the name
“Greatness”.
and style of J. H. Hobbs Company, is
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. »
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF
THE SUPERIOR COURT, next to be
held at Rockland, within and for the
County of Knox, on the flrat Tuesday
of November. A. D. 1941.
Thelma 8. Brodis of Rockport, In
the County of Knox and State of
Maine, wife of Leroy M. Brodis, re
spectfully represents:
That she was lawfully married to
the said Leroy M. Brodie at Newton vllle. New York, on the second day of
December. 1934;
That they lived together as husband
and wife at said Rockport, Maine
from .April 1935 until March 12. 1941;
That your libellant has always con
ducted herself towards her said hus
band as a faithful, true and affection
ate wife;
That the residence of the said Le
roy M. Brodis la unknown to the libel
lant and cannot be ascertained by
reasonable diligence;
That the said Leroy M Brodis be
ing unmindful of hts marriage vows
and obligations has been guUty of
cruel and abusive treatment and ex
treme cruelty towards your llbeUant;
That there Is no coUuslon between
your libellant and the said Leroy M.
Brodis to obtain a divorce;
WHEREFORE she prays that a di
vorce may be decreed between her
and the said Leroy M. Brodis for the
cause above set forth and that she
may resume her maiden name, to wit;
Thelma Louise Sweetland.
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this
v.ilfth day of June. A. D. 1941.
THELMA SWEETLAND BRODIS
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss
Rockland. June 12. 1941
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this twelfth day of June. A. D. 1941.
JEROME C. BURROWS.
Notary Public.
STATE OF MAINE
ss

Clerk's Office. Superior Court,
In Vacation
Rockland. June 17. A. D 1941

Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered
That the Libellant give notice to said
Leroy M Brodis to appear before our
Superior Court to be holden at Rock
land. within and for the County of
Kncx on the first Tuesday of Novem
ber A D. 1941. by publishing an at
tested copy of said Libel, and this ordei thereon, three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette a newspaper
printed In Rockland In our County
of Knox, the last publication to be
thirty days at least prior to said first
Tuesday of November next, that he
r*y there and then In our said court
appear and show cause. If any he
have, why the prayer of said LlbeUant
Should not be granted.
Arthur Chapman.
Jualce of the Superior Court.

74-B-M

plaintiff and Charles L. Chase and Ida
M. Chase, both of Rockland In said
County are defendants, and will be
sold
by public
auction
on the
eighteenth day of July, 1941, at one
o'clock In the afternoon, at the
Sheriff's Office In the County Court
Building In said Rockland, all the
right In equity which the said Ida M.
Chase had on the twenty third day
of July. 1940. at two o'clock In the
afternoon, when the same was at
tached on the original writ, to re
deem the following described mort
gaged real estate, situated In Rock
land. aforesaid, to wit:—
A certain lot or parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, same
being a portion of the lot conveyed
to John Jones by Job Ingraham
by his deed dated April 21, J827
and recorded In the East Lincoln
Registry of Deeds. Book 2. Page 296,
bounded as follows: Beginning at a
point In the northeasterly side of
fine of the James Fales lot. so called
being the southerly or southwester
ly corner of Robert Crockett and
the westerly and the northwesterly
corner of land formerly of the lot
conveyed by Ingraham to Jones as
aforesaid, thence running north 43
deg. 59 min. east 1297 feet to land
of Jameson; thence by said land
south 24 deg. 53 min. west 127.7
feet to land of Boyd S. Condon;
thence by said Condon land and a
continuation of said Condon's line
north 59 deg. 57 min. west 227.2
feet to a post; thence south 24 deg.
46 min. west 867.3 feet to a stake
at land of Carrie E. Brttto; thence
by said land north 48 deg 32 min.
west 29 feet to northeasterly cor
ner of the same: thence by said
Brltto's land, south 41 deg. 32 min.
270 feet to the old Fales line;
thence by eald Fales line north
westerly 1406 feet to place of be
ginning.
Excepting and reserving lot. with
buildings, containing ten acres,
conveyed to George B. Casey
March 13. 1915 and recorded In
Knox Registry of Deeds Book 167,
Page 336.
Also another lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, for
merly the homestead of Jed Ida S.
Ripley and more recently of Vandetla A Eddy, situated on the weserly side of Camden Street and
bounded easterly by said Camden
Street
southerly by land now or
formerly of one Gregory, wester
ly by land of Frank F. Eddy and
northerly by land now or former
ly of John Larrabee.
Said real estate Is subject to mort
gage given by the said Ida B. Chase
to Home Owners Loan Corporation
April 5. 1904. recorded in Knox Reg
istry of Deeds. Book 241. Page II.
ARTHUR D FISH
Deputy Sheriff.
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Tel.

SENTEIUCRANE'S

I

40

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Overlock and
daughter, Dian of Augusta, were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clif
ford Overlock in East Warren.
Mr and Mrs. Parker Spear of
Philadelphia are guests for a few
days of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear
in East Warren. Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Graham of Ashdon, Md.
with whom they motored to Maine
are at Unekin’s in Thomaston.

oAsk for

KOTEX
VA L - U - B O X
66 napkim

Miss Betty Hatfield, accompanied
by Mrs. Margaret Eckman of Owls

$1.00

Head are enjoying a short trip in
the Mt. Katahdin region.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz and
sons, Miles and Mark of Keene, N.
H„ are spending a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Rokes.
Miss Helen Craft has returned to
her, home in Wayne, Penna.. after
beinfc guest of Mr. and Mrs. Blaine

r

Haying has begun. Hot, dry
weather ripened the grass early
this year making the harvesting cf
hay at an earlier date than usual.
Miss Helen Hall is spending the
week with her sister Mrs. Robert
Cain, in Camden.
Mrs. Ernest Crockett and son
Harold of Rockport passed Thurs
day With her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Tolman.
Mrs. Edith Follansbee of Rock
land was guest Thursday of Mrs.
J. F. Jaseph.
Miss Lottie Ewell recently visited
Mrs. W. P. Richardson in Camden.
Albert Lamson of Wcrcesler
spent last week with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lamson.
Craig, son of Mr. and Mrs. Al
bert Korpinen is confined to the
house with a severe attack of tonsilitis.
Fred, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eimr
Lofman, has been ill with measles.
Daniel Packard of Wyoming
called on friends here this week.
With his family he is visiting his
brother Karl Packard.

Merrill in East Warren for a few

days.
The entered apprentice degree
was worked on two candidates
Monday at a special meeting, of St.
George Lodge of Masons.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia of

At the Ridge School,

HARRIET HUBBARD AYER SPECIAL

hearing and nutrition.

Dr. Tuttle

and Dr. Stephenson of Union ex
amined the children's throats and
teeth free.
Parents and the North Appleton teacher, Mrs. Helen Johnson,
planned a school fair and as en
thusiasm ran high, it netted $49.55.
Each pupil giving $1 received $4
of dental work, if needed. Several
children whose teeth were very bad
were sent Bark without extra cost

to the parents. Free conveyance
was furnished and a responsible
person stayed with them.
Nineteen dental certificates were
received in the Grammar Room
and 16 in the Primary Room.
North Appleton pupils received 100
percent correction., All three

Cate at clinic rates. The school
nurse. Miss Norlett, is making ar
rangements for three more tonsil
operations this month. The older
children received the tuberculin
test in connection with the High
School.
Three years ago 12 children of the
total enrollment of the two schools
were Seven-Pointers, while this
year 28 reached the desired goal.
Upper picture—Appleton Gram
mar School. Front row, left to
right; Elizabeth Fuller, Robert
Gushee, Stanford Gushee, Grace
Gushee; middle row, Shirley Went
worth, Helen Roy, Edward Beane,
Albert Carleton; back row, Clar
ence Dorr, Priscilla Gushee, Mrs.
Elizabeth Sprcwl (teacher) Mary
Williams .Madeline Roy.
Lower picture—Appleton Primary
School. Back row, left to right,
Miss Moody (teacher), Marian Grifrin, Walter Lind; center row, Edna
Paul, Pricilla Wentworth, Kenneth
Demuth, David Paul, Esther Hart,
Barbara Wadsworth. Melvin Wads

schools received the “Dental Cer worth;

front row, Adrian Butler,

tificate” from 59 to 99 percent cor John Clark. Arthur Bean, Faustina
rection.
Five tonsil and adenoid Gushee, Staney Demuth, Alice Jean
operations were performed by Dr. Miller, Herbert Bean.

CUSHING

several selections, which were
greatly enjoyed, Mrs. Daniels ac
companying them on the organ.
Special music, either vocal or in
strumental is provided at nearly
every service.

Mrs. Elsie Wilson of Worcester,
Mass., is visiting her daughter Mrs.
Charles Bailey, Pilot Point.
Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl has ar
rived from Sarasota, Fla., where
Carl Young of this town and
she spent the Winter and has
opened her house for the Summer. whose marriage took place recently
Constance Knight of Thomaston Miss Agnes Davis of Port Clyde
is with her grandparents, Mr. and are to be tendered a miscellaneous
' shower next Monday night at town
Mrs. W. G. Maloney.
Mrs. F. C. Wheelock, daughter hall. Friends will take sandwiches
Carol, have arrived at Gray House or cake.
for the Summer. They will soon I
Private Kenneth Crute of Fort
be joined by Rev. Mr. Wheelock Williams was at home for the weekand son Frank. The latter is a stu l end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
dent at Harvard Medical School. Frank Crute.
Miss Carol has been at Wellesley
William McNamara has been at
the past year.
tending the Lahey Clinic in. Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rivers and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fulton Ferguson,
six children of Brighton, Mass.,
son
David and a German refugee
with Mr. and Mrs. Owen Maloney
of Malden, Mass., are at the D. T. child of New Haven, Conn., are at
their farm for the Summer.
Rivers farm on vacation.

The South Cushing post office is
receiving a coat of paint.

Preaching services are held at
the old Baptist Church every Fri
day night. Rev. Harry Daniels of
Port Clyde was accompanied last
week by Mrs. Daniels and a vested
choir of six young women who sang

FRIENDSHIP

Piapo pupils wanted by Malcolm
Creighton Graduate of N. E. Con
servatory, Tel. Thomaston 156-12 —
adv.
76-78

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Sunday-Monday At The “Camden”

a fortnight’s motor trip in Nova
Scotia with friends, have been
guests at the home of Mrs. P. D.
Starrett.
The progressive lawn party and
supper held Thursday by Congre
gational Ladies’ Circle, was a suc
cess, attended by 80 persons. Games,
including croquet, were played
during the afternoon, and the
homes of Mrs. Robert Andrews,
Mrs. Sadie Barrows and Mrs. S.
A. Watts were inspected the party
held on all three lawns, with sup
per featuring one of Mrs. Watts’
fish chowders on the Watts lawn,
where church tables were spread.
An invitation extended the Aux
iliary by Raychel Emerson to hold
the annual picnic at the Elmerson
studio was accepted and ap
pointed as a committee were Mrs.
Augusta Moon, Raychel Emerson,
Mrs. Edith Spear. Mrs. Flora Pea
body, and Mrs. Ella Cunningham.
Supt. Frank D. Rowe, left today
to attend the National Education
meeting in Boston. He was accom
panied by Joseph Blaisdell or
Rcckland and Sidney. Mr. Rowe
will also attend Harvard College
for a Summer study period.
Thirty attended the game party
held Wednesday at the Albert
White cottage at Cushing, the pro
ceeds to benefit the Signet Fund.
Three tables of cards were in play.
The committee, Mrs. Julia Watts,
Mrs. Alice MacDougall. Mrs. Sadie
Barrows, Mrs. Alzada Simmons Mrs.
Edna White, Mrs. Addie Norwood,
and Mrs. Jane Andrews was assis
ted in serving by Mrs. Edith Bur
dick. Mrs. r.thel Griffin, Mrs. Car
rie Smith and Miss Ullian Russell.
Mrs. A. T. Norwood accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hastings,
Misses Lizzie Winslow and Winnie
Winslow motored Thursday to
Bowdoinham where they visited the
Kennebec Rose Gardens.
Several members of Mystic Re
bekah Lodge attended guest offi
cers’ night Saturday at Good Luck
Rebekah Lodge at Waldoboro.
Mrs. Nettie Jameson of Waldo
boro is gue$t for a few days at the
home of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Elizabeth Munsey.
The degree staff of Mystic Re
bekah Lodge exemplified
the
tableaux Wednesday at Golden Rod
Lodge in Appleton.
Miss Virginia Boggs has been on
a recent visit with friends in Houl
ton.
Mrs. Mansfield Robinson has re
turned from a visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Hugh Blodgett in
Westfield, N. J. She was accom
panied home by her granddaugh
ter, Miss Helen Blodgett, who will
pass the Summer here. Mrs. Rob
inson saw Mrs. Grace Starrett for
merly of this town and her daugh
ter, Mrs. Edna Matheson while
there, and also received a call from
Ruth Alexander Nichols, profes
sional photographer, who has made
many photographs of young Hugh
Blodgett for advertising purposes.
Miss Frances Mills of Tenant’s
Harbor is housekeeper for Mrs. M.
R. Robinson for the Summer.
Oscar Starrett attended the Commandery meeting Tuesday in Bath.
Crescent Temple, P. S. has re
cessed for the Summer.
Boy Scouts were honor guests
Wednesday at the public dinner
served by the E. A. Starrett Aux
iliary, S.U.V. In behalf of the or
ganisation, Mrs. Augusta Moon,
the president presented a Boy Scout
flag, staff and standard to the
troop, acceptance spoken by Earle
Moore, Jr., patrol leader.
Miss Alice Piper, teacher of the
Intermediate class, entertained
her pupils Wednesday at a picnic
and weinie roast held at the Bel
fast City Park.
Miss Blanche Morey and mother,
Mrs. Edward Morey of Boston, en
route to Winter Harbor, were over

LOST AND FOUND
BROWN key ca>e, with zipper lo t
Friday on Main St. Reward If found
leave at The Courler-Oazette
77 7j

Both For

Quincy, Mass., lately returned from

Good health has been stressed in
the schools of Appleton the past
year, and with gratifying results.
To arouse interest the superinten
dent, Merle Jones, gave a talk to
the Community Club on the im
portance of children having sound
teeth, normal throats, good vision,

Every-OtHeF-Di

ROCKVILLE

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

The teaching staff of the towns
comprising School Union 73 has
Just been anounced by Supt. A. D.
Gray. Few vacancies were report
ed, except by transfer. Only two
remain unfilled. One of these is at
Broad Cove in Bremen; the other,
at the Tennyson school, North
Nobleboro.
The changes are represented by
the election of Lawaence Plummer,
B. S.. University of Maine, to the
position in the social studies de
partment vacated by Sumner O.
Hancock, who resigned to accept
an advanced position in the same
department at the Lewiston High
School.
In Jefferson, the list is practically
the same as at the close of the year.
During the year, however, Mrs.
Helen Hathaway was transferred
from the Browntown school to the
Boynton school to replace Mrs.
Melissa Fish, who requested a re
lease at the Christmas vacation.
The Browntown position was filled
by Mrs. Lucy Whittier, who is a
resident of the community in which
the school is located on Route 17.
The Boynton School is located in
South Jefferson near the former
CCC Camp.

NORTH HAVEN

APPLETON SEVEN POINTERS

Waldoboro District An
nounces School Directory
—Vacancies Listed

Is the secretary-treasurer.

Knox,

EvSPy-Other-Da?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 28,1841

$1.00
1.00

Luxuria Face Powder,
Luxuria Cream,

value $2.00

BLLL fold lost, containin'? money
car licenses and pilot license Rew i (’
Notify Courier Gazette
77*11
GLASSES lost, gold rims, be'leved
In vicinity Public Landing Reward
Leave at The Courier Gazette. 75-77
NOTICE—Ls hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 36159 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate In accordance with the n1^vlslon or the State Law ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK A B Blacklngton.
Ass t Treas , Rockland. Me , June 28
1W1
77-3 83

FOR SALE

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 rents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All "blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

Summer Cottages

TO LET

LOW rent rate for July
Cooper's
Beach cottage of Rev. B. P. Browne.
Address him. 508 FORD BLDG.. Boston,
Mass.______________________________ 77-79

LARGE room to let. young or elder
ly woman preferred; kitchen privileges
If desired. 16 KNOX ST.. City. 77*79
FURNISHED apartment to let.
14
MASONIC ST.
77*80
APARTMENT of 3 furnished rooms
to let: shed, piazza.
12 Knox St..
TEL. 156 W
76-tf
RENT or sell Maine coast cottage,
5 rooms, electricity. 3 sleeping rooms.
MRS. SUSIE HUNTER. Tenants Har
bor.________________________________ 76*78
LARGE room on first floor to let,
fire place; also garage. MRS. A H
ACHORN. 17 Lindsey St.
76-78
FURNISHED apartment to let, 5
rooms. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
73-tf
SMALL furnished apartment to let.
JAKE SMALLEY, 19 Willow St.. Tel.
772-R._____________________________ 75*77
MODERN apartments to $et. heated,
continuous hot water, electric range.
MARGARET NICHOLAS. 101 North
Main St., Tel. 671 W._______
75-77
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. Tel.
579-W. FLORA COLLINS
72-tf
FURNISHED apt to let for Summer
by weeek or month. 7 Elliot St..
Thomaston. TEL. 24.
71-tf
FURNISHED 2-room apt to let; also
rooms. At FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St.
71-tf
FURNISHED apartment of 2 rooms
and bath to let. Available after June
14th until Sept. 1. MRS. R. B. MAGUNE, 186 North Main St., Tel. 755-M
\
68-tf
UNFURNISHED 4-room apartment
to let, near shipyard. $10 month. In
eluding water. TEL. 1154 or 330. 67 tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modem. Apply at Camden and Rock66-tf
rater Co., TEL 634.
land Water

COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let
by month or season; spring water,
llchts. fireplace. For particulars TET,
237-W.
______________ 77 79

6-ROOM cottage to let at Ash Point.
All modern convenience-. Inquire MRS.
FLORA HAHN. 17 State St., Tel.
290-W.
______________ 77*79
FIVE-room cottage to let at Meguntlcook Lake. Inquire at BRITTO S
MARKET. Tel. 78.
76*81
FURNISHED cottage to let. six
rooms, garage; on the shore at Spruce
Head. PHILIP YORK, Tel. 439-14
77*80

of Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cunning
ham entertained Sunday at their
Crescent Beach cottage Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Cunningham and
their guests. Mrs. Lester Eaton of
Dryden, Mrs. Harry Somes cf Mt.
Desert, Mr. and Mrs. Randolph
Henderson and son of New Bedlord, Mass., Mr. and! Mrs. William
Cunningham and Mrs. Flora Pea
body.
Lieut. W. F. Dcnavan of the Bos
ton Airport, was overnight guest
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Has
kell.
Sermon topics at the Baptist
Church Sunday will be: at 10.30 a.
MALE, Instruction: $35 week sound
m„ Automobile Sunday. “Cherith good?
Average pay is even more In
and Zarephath,” and at 7 p. m.. auto body-fender work. Oet started
easily. Learn quickly spare time.
the opening out of door service in AUTOCRAFT INST., care Courier-Ga
78*80
the series of five, “'Six Cylinder zette
FARMERS In the vicinity of Rock
Christians,” with, an award given land who want good swill for hog feed,
“R. H. C., care the Courler-Gathe driver, who takes the most in write
zette._____________________________ 75-77
his car to the service. Raychel
LAWN mowers and saws sharpened
the factory way, also clippers, shears,
Emerson will be the soloist, and scissors,
knives at your home. Work
other special music will include the guaranteed. Will call for and deliver.
W. E BLACK. 10 Sweetland St 75*77
orchestra selections. Church school
DENTAL NOTICE
will meet at noon.
During the Summer months, will
appointments for Tuesdays and
George A. Rcunsefell, of the U. make
Fridays. DR. J. H DAMON. Dentist,
S. Fish and Wild Life Service, who office over Newberry's, Tel. 415-W. 67-tf
PLANO moving, reasonable rates.
is connected with the Harvard Bio Call
the RADIO SHOP. Tel 844 . 517
58-tf
logical Laboratory, included the Main St.
LAWN mowers sharpened. Called for
Georges River in his survey of and
delivered. Prompt service, $1.25.
Maine rivers for stocking with sea H H CRIE & CO.. 328 Main St., Tel.
66-tf
salmon, visiting this town Wednes 205, City.
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
day. His companion and guide was lants In Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
bodies lacking Vitamin B-l, Iron Cal
Charles Head, game warden of cium.
Phosphorus. Introductory size
Wiscasset.
Mr. Rcunsefell was only 35c. Call, write C. H MOOR At
CO., and all other good drug stores.
seeking historical data in reference
66*77
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rockto the presence of salmon in the
land Hair 8tore. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
waters cf the Georges.
solicited. H. O. RHODES. Tel. 519 J
68-S-tf
The relief p.ogram planned for
tonight for Finnish War orphans,
fall by his wife, Mrs. Nancy Lane
has been postponed.
Clark, and his sister, Mrs. William
Erastus B. Clark
Barrett.
.
Erastus B. Clark. 72, died sudden
He was born at East Warren, son
ly yesterday while watering his cow of Nathaniel E. and Priscilla Wa
at a trough across the road from terman Clark, and was a past mas
his home. Dr. Fred G. Campbell ter of Highland Grange. Besides
said death was due to heat prostra his widow and sister, he leaves two
tion and heart attack. Mr. Clark sons, Barrett of Boston and Mer
wiio had been working in the hay- rill, a member of Battery F, 240th

MISCELLANEOUS

“Time Out For Rhythm” a brand new super-feature, will show for the
first time on the coast at the new Camden Theatre tomorrow and Mon
day. Included in the cast are Rudy Vallee, Ann Miller, Rosemary Lane
and the celebrated “Three Stooges.”
night guests Friday at the home field in the afternoon, was seen to Coast Artillery, Fort Levett,

18-FT. Sponson canoe for sale, good
condition. FRED FERNALD. 22 Ames
bury St.
77-79
ONE-horse mowing machine for^ale"
hay rake and tedder.
MRS ELLA
CLINE. Spruce Head. Tel. 58-21. 77-79
ONE new-mllch heifer for sale-also
good Guernsey bull. 16 mo old LYMAN
R BATES, North Cushing
77-79
BATH tub for sale. In good condi
tion. Inquire at 39 Pleasant St., TLL
716 M.
77*79
G E. Electric refrigerator for sale
Used but little. A L ROKES. Tel
88O._Clty.___________
77*11
SHORE farms, cottage lota. Islands
and other Summer property for sale
Call or send for map. list and descrip
tions
F H. WOOD, Rockland. Me
77-73
WORK horse for sale, sound and
safe for anyone; also home rake WIL
LIAM DONAHUE. Head of Bay, City
_______ ,
___________________ 76*78
ELECTRIC popcorn machine for
sale WARREN PEARL. Tel Waldoboro
148-21.
_________________________ 76 81
TWO down feather beds, two geese
feather beds. Iron bed and1 spring;
three-quarter bed, spring mattre-s;
R C A Radlola for sale K F WRIGHT
Warren.
76-tf
FAIRBANKS At Morse electric pump
and tank for sale
A L BROWN.
8outh_ Thomaston. Tel 371-12.
76*78
POUR U. S. Royal white wall tires,
size 7 00x16, together with tubes Ex
cellent condition. 15000 miles. Not di
vided. Price $30. Bargain. A E HAWKSWOOD. The Anchorage, Owls Head
Tel 1274-R_______________________ 76*78
NEW milch cow for sale. Warren
Highlands ELLIS MELLIN_______76 78
1500-LB pair of horses for sale, sep
arate If desired, also new milch cow
H C HOWARD. Warren_________ 75*77
SADDLE horses and ponies for eale
and to let.
ARTHUR C. PEASE.
Thomaston.
75-77
REBUILT Sears Roebuck Model A
Ford motor complete with transmis
sion; also two Chevrolet motors. R S.
JORDAN, 6 Kelley Lane
75-77
8-ROOM farm house for sale, 19
acres, with wood lot. near harbor, good
well.
MRS
EDITH YOUNG Owl's
Head, Tel 837-5 __________________ 75-77
PLANTS for
sale Asters,
snap
dragons, verbenas, salvia, lobelia, pe
tunias,
pansies,
zinnias,
feverfew,
stocks, cosmos, calendulas, nastur
tiums, geraniums; cabbage, bed cab
bage, ’’gaullflawer. cucumbers, celery,
sage, parslev, tomatoes, sweet peppers
EDWIN A DEAN. Tel 671-J, Rockland
72 77
HOME or tourist place fOr sale iti
Thomaston, on Main St., 13 rooms. 5
baths, garage space, screened porch,
large lot, shade trees, shrubbery. See
owner^t 136 MAIN ST.__________ 67-77
USH& stoves and furniture for sale.
C E GROTTEN. 138 Camden St., Tel
1091 W
56-tf
BIRD houses, trellises, window boxes
for aale In stock and built to order.
RAYlrS CRAFT SHOP. Prescott Ft.
City. '
72*80
~FARM? 41 'i acres for sale, 7-room
house, barn, garage, good well, elec
tric pump and lights, gravel pit, fine
wood lot. same lumber 20 acres, blu"berrtes. fine buildings. V. F STUDLEY.
283 Main St.. Tel. 1154 or 330
66 tf
Hard wood per root, fitted, $1 50;
Sawed $1 40: long, $1 30 M B At C O.
PERRY, Tel. 487.
66 tf
D. <}c H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton. del Nut size and run
of miue New River soft, not screened
$9 50 ton del. M B At C. O. PERRY.
519 Main St.. Tel 4R7
66 If

WANTED
YOUNG woman wanted to assist
owner in small tea house. Write "t
HOUSE''. _care__ Courler-Oazette 77-78
SECOND hand washing mi’hlne
wanted.
In good condition
9
258-M.__________________ 77*71
PATIFNTS. convalescents, invalids,
or elderly persons to care for at my
home.
References. Practical nurte.
MRS W E HALL, Tel Warren 57-11
76-78
MAN or woman with car wanted to
represent a 64-year-old concern th t 1«
outstanding In Its field The work <f
calling on farmers of Lincoln and
Knox Counties Is pleasant and profit
able. Free training, no Investment
See MR TOWLE, at Richards Tourl t
Home. Waldoboro.
76*78
~WAITRESS'^van ted. lfT 25 year- old?
must have neat appearance, able to
furnish
references;
experience not
necessirv Write "R H C.,“ care The
Courler-Oazette
75-77
OIRL. well recommended wants work
caring for small children, part or
whole t.me. 230 Llmerock St TF!
412-M.
75*77
WOMAN wanted for general house
work
the FOQB HOUSE, 77 Park 81
73-tf
MALE. Instruction. Are you lntere«ted in Welding? Aircraft, shlobulldlng and other essential Industrie
need trained welders now
Prepare
yourself for Jobs paying top wages
Learn practical gas and arc welding
quickly spare time. Actual shoo ex
perience Included Free facts UTTLITIES INST., care Courler-Oazette
3L
75*77

Arid general work at "Terrace
resss arid
Cottage”. 2 Spring St . Camden. TTI.
2(181.75-77
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING, i» Birch 8t., T«i. 2I3-W.
73-U
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SEARSMONT

a “Cootie” official who is a Sum
NORTH BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Woodare of
mer guest at Rose Hill Farm, Owl’s
Mrs. Annie Collins and daughter
Liberty recently visited Mr. and Priscilla and Patrick Manning of
Head.
Mrs. Sidney Harriman.
The Cootie Parade at 9.30 last
MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
Mrs. Savage Gives Us
Danvers, Mass., are visiting at the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Byers and home of Frank Esancy for a few
night was a disappointment to the
Correspondent
Another of Her Charming
son Robert, accompanied by Mr. days. Other guests Sunday were
crowds which jammed Main street—
Nature Stories
Mr Robert Georgeson returned I ant^ Mrs. Guy Wakefield of Au- Walter Esancy and family of Au
disappointing because of the few
Tu, day from a visit with relatives Kusta, were recent dinner guests gusta, Stanley Jones and family of
participants, and to the big crowd 1 Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Byers in Razorville and Mrs. Richard EdgeEvensong—in June! and I can't
waiting north of Limerock street,
jn Portland.
Belfast.
'
decide
which of the songsters I
where
the
parade
did
not
go.
The
ccmb
of
Liberty.
Tl.e Mother and Daughter Club
jllke
best.
Little brown sparrow in
extreme
heat
was
evidently
too
Mrs. Olin Bonnin of Skowhegan
was entertained Wednesday by
Mrs. Susie Maddocks of Collinsthe
apple
tree, bobolink, with his
much for the Cooties mrrehing am
visited at the home of her sister, ville was overnight guest Monday
Mr Jennie Maker.
gray white shawl thrown over his
bition. The real V.P.W. parade shoulders, robin red breast, the
Paluel and Francis Flagg and Mrs. Colby Howard, a few days re- 1 of Miss Katherine Thurston.
cently.
takes place at 2 o'clock Sunday aft brown and purple barn swallows,
j Mr. and Mrs. Everett Fish have
James McGrath are at the Flagg
ernoon.
Miss
Wilda
Mehuren
of
and in a tall elm down In the field,
New, returned to their old home after
, • ,te at Roberts Harbor for the
Harbor, who was visiting her, residing in South Appleton the
an oriole. All singing in that last
Department Officers of Auxiliary
Summer. Other members cf the
half hour before the red boll of the
grandmother. Mrs. Mildren Hem past 10 years.
Pl.,?/; family arrive next week.
Department President—Rose Wee- sun sinks out of sight in the west.
enway, has returned home.
Elmer Light was a Union visitor
man, Auburn.
Mr and Mrs. Sprangler of
So many sweet voices, but one
Mr. and Mrs. Zenas D. Hart recently.
Senior Vice President — Delcia rings clear above the rest, a gold
Ri her ter, N. Y. are guests of Mr.
shorn of Swanville were supper
Mrs. Aletha Brown has returned
Frechette, Biddeford.
finch who is nesting in one of the
and Mrsu R. Mcnt Arey.
guests Friday of Miss Martha from a week’s stay at her home in
big maples in the yard.
Junior
Vice
President
—
Elizabeth
.Services at Union Church to Hartshorn, R. N„ and Mr. and Mrs New York and is caring for her
A canary breeder in the Berk;
Conti,
Eastport.
il, or; cw will be: Church School Harold Cobb, the occasion being father, Charles Smith.
shires told me he wanted to try to
Secretary-Treasurer
—
Elizabeth
mt ts at 1.0; worship at 11, Rev. Mr. Hartshorn’s birthday.
mate some of his canaries to a naClarence Linscott and friend cf
French. Auburn.
C 3. Mitchell, pastor, to take as
tivve
American goldfinch, in the
Members of the Summer colony Norway were callers Sunday et
Conductress — Dora Oootinow,
subject ‘‘We would see Jesus". who have arrived here recently are Arthur Leighers.
hope of obtaining a canary with
Lewiston.
the size and coloring of the canarv,
M a-, c by the vested choir, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams
Miss Virginia Light of Somerville
Chaplain—Martha Gower. Belfast. and the rare beauty of the gold
$
Leola Smi h organist.
Evening and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Wil spent last week-end at Mr~. Leiia
Guard—Mary Wood, Biddeford
finch song. I never heard how his
vice will be at 7, at which the liams, Jr., lat Hardscrabble, and Turner’s.
Chief of Staff—Albina Rubino, experiment came out.
t r'.s subject w.ll be “Moral Prof, and Mrs. Bartlett Whiting at
Mr. and Mrs. Lester White of
Rumford.
“I don't suppose you'll believe it,
T.m dity”.
Woodbine.
North Grafton. Mrs. Lucia Well
but I saw something strange a bird
Officers of the V.F.W. Department
Mrs. George Gray, Mrs. Ellie
Miss Ruth Nixon, a teacher in man of West Washington and Edw.
Commander—Charles O. Weeman, did.” said a friend.
Amero and daughter Olive, Mrs the Sussex. N. J., High School, has Bridges of Liberty were visitors
“What did you see?” I asked.
Auburn.
The veteran- who led the parade of the Military Order of “Cooties” and the “Lady Bugs through Rock
Cl.nton Teele and son Robert. Mrs. come recently to spend the Summer Monday at Aubert Leigher’s.
One
of tiie young birds in our
Senior Vice Commander—William
land’s streets last night. The entire evening was given over to the antics of the V.F.W.’s fun organization.
Annie Geary, Mrs. Rita Williams with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
phoebe’s nest flew before the others,
The Misses Lowry and Marshall Left to right: Oliver Hamlin of South Thomaston, National Deputy Chief of Staff: Albert J. Britkley, com- E. Fish, Bangor.
and son Peter were among the James A. Nixon.
of Boston are rooming this week - mail(]er o| Huntley-llill Host, V.F.W.; George Merrill of ltangor, Supreme Sean Squirrel of the Maine M.O.C. Junior Vice commander—Lester and I saw that young phoebe feed
ing its smaller brothers and sisters
vis to:s Wednesday in Rockland.
Mrs. Cora Hutchins of Biddeford at Mrs. Helen Winchester’s whib
transferred to the 18th Infantry, E. Walker, Athens.
left In the nest.”
(Continued
from
Page
One)
:
they
are
unemployable.
Mrs. Leigh Williams returned is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Russell they are conducting the Vacation
Chief
of
Staff
—
Leroy
P.
Smith,
cur'
“
Fin
uant
to
the
objects
of
our
First
Division,
in
which
he
rose
to
Perhaps some would have said
to
iigio
Wednesday to North Weymouth, Knight.
Bible School. They will stay next sacrificing hLs
VAT,
Togus.
my
friend must have been mis
order,
we
have
an
obligation
to
prothe
rank
of
Captain.
He
served
17
Mass.
Mrs. Belle Howes had as visitors week at the home of Mrs. Nettie ranks.
Inspector—John Waller, Water taken, that it must have been one
tile
mote
patriotism
and
protect
Anierimonths
Overseas
and
saw
action
in
“
Today,
as
an
organization.
Mr
Reg.na Crowell who has Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wai- Grinnell.
* of the parent birds, but, having
the canism. Forces in conflict with the the Aisne-Mame, St. Mihiel and ville.
bun guest of her mother Mrs. man and daughter of Knox, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert L?igher, Veterans of Fcrci. n War. cf
Quartermaster and Adjutant— seen so many strange things in na
■ 1inthe pro- Spirit of democracy are' endeavor- Meuse-Argonne Offensive. He also
Reuben Carver, returned Wednes- and Mrs. William Warman and son Lloyd and Mrs. Chloe R>y and United States is cill
ture, I do not see why a young bird
motion of certain projects that .ng to destroy the principles for I served in the Defensive Sector near Wallace A. Purnell, Gardiner.
i.iy to Cambridge. Mass.
could
not develop the maternal in
son of Prospect, Everett Lenfest son Silvio of North Union attend have an important bc ning upon the ,'iich cur comrades have given their Verdun and received his honorable
Chaplain—J. A. Terreo, Bangor.
stinct at an early age, just as some
Mrs Burton Vinal who has been and son Herbert of Swanville, Mr. ed a clinic Friday in Lewiston.
Judge Advocate—oeorge C. Web very small children look after the
strength of cur national defense and ' lives. Our fraternity has assumed discharge in October, 1919.
\..i!;ng her daughter Mrs. Herbert and Mrs. John Lenfest and two
the foundation iq n . hi li thi - the tremendous job of persuading Sullivan’s election as Judge Advo- ber, Auburn.
needs of baby brother or sister .n
Mills at Belfast and her sister children of Frankfort, Mrs. Earl business caller here Monday.
Surgeon — Dr. William Welch, a very grown up manner.
safeguards are builded. These pre- every one who lives under the Stars cate General, at the 41st annual
The recent supper given bv the
Mrs Howard Noyes at Portland, Millay and two children of South
Wasn’t that a lovely rain we en
jects contemplate a definite degree and Stripes to support actively the National Encampment, V.F.W., Ixis j Lewiston, Maine.
Townsend
Club was well attended
has returned home.
Liberty, Miss Arabelle Millay of
Junior
Activities
—
Napoleon
Fre

joyed recently? The first in some
of security for these World War vet- ideal One Nation Indivisible, With Angeles, Calif., Aug. 26-30, 1940,
Miss Sara Bunker returned Wed Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. George by local and out of town people, a
time that hasn't been followed by
chette, Biddeford.
erans
whose
welfare
is
in
jeopardy
Liberty
and
Justice
For
All.
1
climaxed
18
years'
service
in
the
orbus-load coming from Camden and
nesday from Ridgewood. N. J. Matthews of Belfast.
Legislative Officer — Edward J. hurricane winds. I surely thanked
“
In
this
special
message
I
wish
to
ganization
which
he
joined
in
1922.
because
they
are
either
disabled,
or
where she has been teaching.
God for it, the rain was so badly
Mrs. Frank L. Whitten, Miss Le- several from Belfast. At the meet too old to obtain employment, yet > renew my appeals for an all-cut ef- as a charter member of “Bucky” Roark, South Thomaston.
needed by our gardens.
.Mrs Gus Johnson and son Bruce verne Whitten, and Miss Maxine ing held after supper, G. Ivan Smith
ineligible for government comprn-1 fort w.ih the Veteran of Foreign O’Neil Post No. 541, Prescott, Ariz.
How me iy have grown frost proof
have returned from Boston where Batchelder of Belfast called Sun of Bangor, national representative sation or penstns undT e\ .din; , Wars of the State ol Maine to in- Judge Advocate General Sullivan, The Ladies’ Auxiliary
beans?
Ve planted a sample pack
The Past President’s banquet of
they spent the Winter.
day on relatives and friends here. for the Townsend Club, spoke, also legislation. This evil condition must
'
crease
cur
numerical
strength."
since
1934,
has
been
an
active
memet
and
the
vine looks more like a
Miss Mettie Ingerson returned
Mr and Mrs. Roy Page of Apple- Hon. H. C. Buzzell of Belfast. Fine be corrected and the American pi o- The National Department sends ber of Maricopa Post No. 720, tiie Ladies’ Auxiliary was held in
pea
vine,
the
blossom being pink
the Thorndike Hotel last night, in
Wednesday from Pearl River, N. ton attended the Community Meth vocal music was furnished by pie must be educated to the truth , a its representative to this encamp-j Phoenix.
and
white,
with
bold splotches of
David Crockett and nephew of Cam
charge of Mrs. Hazel Cramp of
Y, where she has been teaching odist Church Sunday.
black.
We
have
yet to taste the
Portland , president of the Past beans, which look something like
and will spend the Summer at her
Quantabacook Lodge, F.A.M., and den, the latter also playing the
Mrs. Charles
Presidents’ Association, The ban- a lima. It is said these beans thrive
home here.
Rosewood Chapter, O.E.S., attended piano accordion.
Young
of
Belfast
was
called
by
the
quet was informal, and brief re even on a below freezing tempera
Mrs Willard Brown and daugh Community Church in observance
president
of
the
local
club
to
pre

marks were heard from the mem ture. Following the fad of making
ter Patsey are occupying their of St. Johns’ Sunday. An excel
side
over
the
meeting.
Mrs.
Hard

bers
attending who were Mrs. Emma jewelry from pumpkin seeds and
Summer heme at Shore Acres.
lent address was given by the pas
ing.
president
of
the
Belfast
club,
Smith
of Auburn, National Council beans, I saw a bracelet made from
Members cf Un.cn Church Choir tor, Rev. Mary S. Gibson. Other
and
Mrs.
Lincoln,
president
of
the
member,
May O’Brien of Portland, these frost proof beans, on sale m
gave a par.y andi weinie roast at features were a patriotic reading bv
Camden
club?
were
among
those
Sylvia
Ashe,
Leona Smith, Louise a Rockland store. Each bean was
camp Restless Monday night in Miss Bertha Phillips of Providence,
present.
The
next
meeting
will
be
Faulkingham and Gladys Pelchier of alternated by a bead.
honor of Eugene Burgess a valued followed by the Salute to the Flag
Well, I must lay down my pen
Bangor, Leah Auby and Elizabeth
member of the choir who Wed and the singing of "America” by July 2.
and
go to water some seedlings
Moran cf Rumford, Laura Boynton Just set
nesday left fcr Pmtland having all, and a special vocal selection,
out.
of Rockland Delcia Frechette of
Ncon-hour concerts fcr workers
'f
been called in the latest enrollment “Are Ye Able,” by the choir.
I never saw so many pollywots
Biddeford Louise Haines of Port as there are in the bog water I dip
Mrs. Harriet Whiting of North- in an aircraft factory cn Long
of draftees. Mr Burgess was pre
land, Irma Lake of Auburn, and up for the plants. In spite of care
Island
are
currently
being
tried
out.
sen ed with a handsome fitted port was last week-end guest of
Irene
Harding and Jeannette Joseph some of these baby frogs get in my
as
a
refresher,
with
a
good
response
traveling case. The evening was Prof, and Mrs. Bartlett Whiting.
of
Waterville,
and Mrs. Morrisette pail* and are poured out on the
Frank
I.
Wilson
of
Belfast
was
a
'
and
greater
efficiency
reported.
spent in games and music.
cf Brunswick, and Department Pres ground. Then I have to retrieve
ident Rose Weeman and Dept. Sec them and carry them back to the
retary and Treasurer Elizabeth water. Then there are the young
dragon flies, looking much more
French of Auburn.
like dragons than they do after
Election of officers In the Aux emerging from the water and at
iliary, will be held Sunday forenoon. taining wings.
Mrs. French who has served in the
Who do you think made us a
capacity of department treasurer brief call recently? A. J. See, ac
and secretary for six years, has been companied by game warden Davis.
mentioned as well qualified to fill They were playing that old game,
“Button, button, who's got the
the office of president.
The Ladies' Auxiliary has 26 button?” Anyway, we were glad to
Abranches in the State, with a total see them.
.i&i
Nancy S. Savage.
p*Ys
membership of 834 members, a
Y°U
slight increase over last year's
*** So#°4s
LINCOLNVILLE
membership.
You
A concert will be given Sunday
The regi tratiop d’sk fcr the Ladles’ Auxiliary ct the Thorndike Hotel Friday afternoon. Mrs. Betty
at 2 o’clock by the School Band at
b
Co,*Opo
French cf Auburn, Dcycrtrc vt Secretary and Treasurer is sera registe ring. Behind the desk are Mrs Edna CLARK ISLAND
ef.
"•»on yOr,
ond
the Old Church. A collection will
«• on
C
Or.
Hill and Mrs. Ethel Leonard, president of Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary; on the left is Mrs. Gladys Pelchier of
...
•«O|vSh,oo»n,oliv
Mrs. Evelyn MacOallum and be taken for the benefit of the
’
’
’
or,
Auburn, Credentials Chairman for the convention.
—Photo by Cullen.
on
daughter Norma of Everett, Mass, band.
irnl
that it is dangerous to overlook the me nt Jchn L. Sullivan of Phoenix,, Judge Sullivan was also among are visiting her mother Mrs. Emma
oy.
Miss Ruth Heald has a position
human costs of the last war as we Arizona, Judge Advocate General,the earliest leaders*of the Depart- Harrison. They were called here as clerk in Crockett’s 5c & 10c
'>■
buckle down to meet the costs ct poA native Pennsylvanian who has ment cf Arizona which was organ- by the death of James Harrison.
store in Camden.
Kenneth
Malmstrom
is
employed
Mrs. Doris Wadlin and daughter
tential wars in the future.
lived in Arizona for some 25 years, ized in 1921. He was Department
in
Massachusetts.
Sandra
of Waterville are gueJs
“We must have legislation that Judge Sullivan was Attorney Gen- Commander in 1922-1923.
Mrs.
Lewis
Harrison
and
daugh

of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gray. Jo
will guarantee to in^j^men who serve eial of Aiizona in 193o-1996 and is
memoer of the Northern Ariin the Armed Forces cf cur country a Colcnel in the Arizona National zena, Arizona State and American ters Barbara and Joan are at the seph Roberts of Belfas; passed lost
home of Elizabeth Monaghan for weekend with his rnoiher, Mrs.
the ussurance of security upen their Guard.
Bar Associations, Judge Advocate the Summer. They were called here
Gray.
return to the civilian life—security j Sullivan enlisted at Pie.*>cott on General Sullivan also is a member
by
the
death
of
Mr.
Harrison
’
s
Miss Barbara Heald is employe I
buretors
instead
of
a
single
middlingT’S a cinch to build an automobile
either in tiie fo;m cf emp.cyment. June 27, 1917. He was assigned to
American Legion and of the
father
James
Harrison.
Mr.
(Har

as
waitress at Samoset Hotel in
if they are qualified, oi a pension it i tiie 64th Infantry and later was Knights of Columbus. He Is marsize to big one.
engine that’s either one thing or
rison returned Tuesday to New Rockland.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ried and has three children.
another.
Jersey.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Knight of
One of them frugally handles all your
M • • •
Mrs.
Graham
Rush
(Doris
Caven)
Augusta
were guests Sunday of Mr.
Very gratifying was the secretary’s
low-power, round-the-town travel.
You can go in for power — if you don’t
is
visiting
at
her
heme
here
for
and
Mrs.
Donald Heal.
report which showed a 20 percent
mind the gas consumption — or you can
several days.
Erwin
Heal,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
gain in membership the past year—
The other swings in any time you press
shoot for economy if stirring action
Herbert
Mattson
of
Worcester,
Claude
Heal
has
a fine position at
or 189 members. The Department
down the gas treadle — and gives more
Mass.,
visited
here
Sunday.
J
Colt's
Patent
Fire
Arms Mfg. Co.,
doesn’t matter.
now has 29 Posts with a total mem
lift and wallop - by increasing the
Mrs.
W
F.
Robbins
and
Mrs.
in
Hartford.
Mr.
Heal,
an enter
bership of 22C0. N^w Posts have
What’s tough is building a car with
George
Moody
of
Rockville
were
prising
young
man.
Is
a
graduate
supply of air!
been organized at Bcothbay Harbor
guests
Thu
sday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of
Camden
High
School
and
Uni
/urn good ideas under its bonnet —like
T
and Houlton.
Maurice Jones.
versity of Maine.
Results include: More horsepowerthis Ruick Fireball straight-eight with
“We are especially proud of this
and gas economy running as high as
'
Houlton Post," said Commander
Compound Carburetion.t
(tfSsitBiliifc ASJHvy*
W . I. Ill
;..1 it bear.- the name of
10% to 15% above previous Buicks,
One idea is that it doesn’t make sense
cur
beloved
Colonel, the late F. M.
according to owners.
L
Hume.”
to use a big, gas-gulping carburetor for
I
(Eastern Standard Time)
►
'
The election of officers does not
Interesting? Then better get prices
your easy-going travel when you need
take
place
until
Sunday
afternoon,
and see how little it
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
I
only a little one.
but the corridors echoed with gos
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
costs to get this ex
sip yesterday; and banners borne
The other is that you might as well have
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
tra action — plus
in the Cootie parade last night in
Read Down
plenty-power on call when you can
dicated
at
least
two
active
candiExcursion Rites Sundays and
extra room, extra
for the Business
Dally
Wednesday* (Boat Oolng)
get it practically out of thin air I
Dally
1
dates,
John
Jameson
of
Bangor
and
size, extra comfort
Coupe (illustrated
Except Sim
Exrurslcm Rates Wednesday* and
Dxcepl Sun.
Onlv
S
ub
.
Only
Saturdays
(West
Oolnf)
Sun.
Oliver
R.
Hamlin
of
South
Thomjfltoove,
including
and extra style.
So this Ruick has two smaller car
A.M.P.M.P.M.
A.M.FJW.A.M.
»aston. Hamlin served as depart
Compound CarAr. |11.40 6.45 5.35
I
4.3O J.OO 8.0S Lv. ROCKLAND.
ment commander several years ago,
fAvailablc at alight extra cost on Ruick Special models,
buretion,
Ar. (10.40 5.45 4 ."5
5 40 3.15 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Standard on all other Series.
and made such a fine record that
Ar. | 9.35 4.45 1.25
6.50 4225 10220 Lv. STONINGTON.
I
delivered at Flint, Afich.
Lv. | 8.30
|2.13
730
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND.
his local followers have launched a
State tax, optional equip
Read
Up
good-sized boom in his behalf.
ment and accessories—
William Fish of Bangor is also
VINALHAVEN LINE
■ extra. Prices and specifi
mentioned as a candidate for comSTEAMER W. S. WHITE
cations subject to change
Read Down
i mander. and another strong fac
without notice.
Dally
Excursion Rates Wednesdays
DaHy
.M
tion urges Commander Weeman to
EXEMPLAR OP GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
Except
and Saturdays (West Oolng)
Except Dally gz
V• "
Sat. A Dally
run for re-election. It is said that
Excursion Rate* Sundays end
gat. <Exeep(j-c
■X
Sun.
Wednesdays (Saat Oolng)
Son. Sun.
there might be circumstances which
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M A.M.
>
' would cause him to toss his hat
Ar. 9 00 5.30
5.00 2.00 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.

VINALHAVEN

Old Sol and Citizens Welcome VFW Warmly

Happy Hope Farm

Recipe for gating
Action out of thin air

I

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

K

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

930

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. HOPKINS

12 BAYVIEW STREET, CAMDEN. ME.
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Service in the vestry, Thursday at and put into service. But, the in which is fastened regulation Mrs. W. A. Paul returned Mon ings, music and farces which was
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day from a visit with her son,
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at
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spent in dancing.
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Birthday night Wednesday at Pro
Mrs. H. Nelson Keene, daughter Calif., who is spending the Summer the fountain of Libby’s Pharmacy,
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St. George’s Church, Long Cove. Sunday at the Church of Our Lady It is 12 feet in length, 42 inches
port Methodist Church.
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To Take Course Offered
A public supper will precede the
Reports were read from the Grand of male voices. At 7 o’clock the
W. R. Simmons has bought the ern Baptist Convention, is visiting
Mrs. Leon Patterson of Watermeeting Monday of Weymouth
In Boston
Chapter and School of Instruction. sermon topic is “Is There Such A
farm owned by Mrs. Mina Rincs, at the Baptist parsonage.
town, Mass., who was guest of Miss
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Edward T. Dornan were hostesses
These books have just been
Mrs. Oliver Fales returned Sun at the Samoset Hotel for the Sum
Lee Porter, Summer resident at
mer.
to the Thursday Club yesterday added to the Public Library ents, has returned home.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Beach, that Maine day from Lewiston where she had
w’ith picnic supper at Shermans shelves:
Francis L. Brodis and family have Lincolnville
Mrs. Walter Carroll, who is a sur
been in attendance at the Legion
Rev. B. F. Springer will take as
Point, Camden. Those attending
Non-Fiction—The Soong Sisters moved to Portland, Mr. Brodis being women will be eligible to take the convention as a delegate from Wil gical patient at Community Hospi subject of the service Sunday
were Mis. Edwin F. Lynch, Mrs. by Emily Hahn; Quest by George employed at the Maine Shipbuilding course sponsored by the Massachu- i liam-Brazier Auxiliary of Thomas tal, is showing satisfactory im morning “A Noble Resolve”. Special
setts Public Safety Committee,
Charles Smith, Mrs. Oscar Crie, Dibbern; Dawn Watch in China by Corp., South Portland.
provement.
musical selection will be given by
called the Women's Civilian De ton.
Mrs. Weston Young, Mrs. Warren Joy Homer; Berlin Diary by Wil
The Curtis String Quartet will the adult vested choir. Sunday
Miss Dorothy Wilson, who has fense School, which will last from
Members of the B. H. Club en
Young, Mrs. Warren Knights, Mrs. liam L. Shirer; Lanterns on the been guest of her sister, Persis, in June 39 to July 31. and will be held
joyed a covered dish supper Tues open their third season of Chamber School follows. In the evening
Elmer R. Biggers, Mrs. Forest Levee, by William L. Percy; Behind Boston has returned home.
at 883 Boyls„on street. Boston. The day at the home of Mrs. Doris Music next Month when July 2 following a half-hour song serv
Stone, Mrs. Orvel F. Williams and God's Back by Negley Farson; An
Miss Bessie Bowers and Mrs. E. aim of the school is to train women
they .they will present the first in ice by the congregation and young
Maxey.
Mrs. Dornan’s guest, Mrs. Richard Actor’s Daughter, by Aline Bern Stewart Orbeton of Camden and in Civilian Defense work—women
Mr. and Mrs. George lermond two series cf concerts at the Cap peoples vested choir, the pastor
Huber of Mechanicsburg, Penn'i. stein; My Sister and I by Dirk Van West Rockport attended the meet who will volunteer to instruct and
and Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Hyler tain Eells’ Boat Barn in Rockport. will talk on “Help for the Helpless”.
Mrs. Biggers and Mrs. Williams der Heide; Mine Eyes Have Seen ing Tur^day and Wednesday, cf the organize their communities as soon
motored Sunday to Dexter. Sum This year the Quartet is introducing The instruments will render a
will entertain the club at the next by Alfreda Withington; Women of Maine Federation of Garden Clubs, as they complete their training.
Elective courses consist of (I) Md- ner Leadbetter of Thomaston ac a new feature, a series of Sunday special selection also. Prayer and
picnic which will be in two weeks. Britain, Jan Struthers; I Saw Eng held at Rangeley.
tcr Transport, <2> Wardens, <3) companied them, returning to the afternoon concerts, in addition to praise service is held every Wed
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Everett land by Ben Robertson; Yankee
Mrs. Mary Castonguay of 2 Spring Mobile Canteen Corps.
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N.Y.A. Camp where he is located.
are removing from Mrs. Evelyn Skipper by Capt. Joe Gainard; street, celebrated her 79th birthday
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Christian Endeavor is holding a Ellen Glasgow; Delilah by Marcus freshments including a beautiful Augusta any interested is urged to Bath visited 8unday with Mrs. are July 20-27 and August 10-17; native of this place and had a
cooked food sale Thursday at 2 Goodrich; No Stone Unturned by birthday cake were served. Those take this course as none exists to Merchant’s mother Mrs. Lilia Series A beginning at 8.30 p. m. and
Summer cottage at Fogarty’s Cor
Standish.
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Kirkpatrick, Phyllis Hall, Marion dom on Earth, by Anne Brooks; Rolerson, Miss Lillian Gray, Mrs. touch immediately with Mrs. Betty and friends of Dover, N. J., were senior, furnished the RegattaMedford, also two grandchildren.
Hall, Lucille Gillis and Gwendolyn They Came to a River; Allis. Mc Raymond Mayhew, Miss Caston Foxwell, Secretary, Chamber of recent visitors at the home of Mrs. Sportsman Show with its first in
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were guests of her parents. Mr. and Buchan- Mr. and Mrs. cugat, isa- Church which have been discontin
at 10 a. m.; service of worship at 11, Mr. Stuart is survived by his wife
Mrs Wendall Barlow, recently, on bel Scott Rorick; They Went on ued through June, will be resumed mee'ing next week will be with Boston on a recent visit.
Miss Marion Eugley has employ of a patriotic nature; sermon sub Maude Simmons (a native of this
their way back to Trevett from Together, Robert Nathan; This by the first Sunday in July at 10.30 Mrs. Harvey Lunden.
The Mission Circle met this week ment in a Howard Johnson res ject, “The Spirit of ”76 and the Spirit place) and a son Charles Stuart.
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school next year and where they
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and Mrs. Reuben Chase and Miss Say?” *
are to reside.
kee Doctor in Paradise, S. M. Lam Thomas Fuel Co. this week. Mr. retary was present and gave a short
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Eleanor Winchenbach attended the Baptist Church: Worship at 11;
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met at the home of Mrs. Edward Rose Franchcn; In Tune With where he attended a meeting of the talk about her work. She told wedding of ifcierman Vannah to Church School at 12; Young Peo
especially cf the women's work in Miss Barbara McLeary which took ple’s Society at 6.
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the
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Mr. and Mrs Nelson Therrault
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Rev. Erick Evikainen and Rev.
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group was turned in to headquar Itself, Margaret Pedler; Fiancees
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for
the
past
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Pond has been visiting her aunt,
were appointed Administrators, Ex
ters Thursday and Miss Anna Dil a/e Relatives, Berta Ruck; The
Guardians and Conservators
weeks. Funeral services will be held ecutors,
Mrs. Harlotf Genthner.
lingham and Miss Nellie Gardiner, Crimson Horseshoe, Peter Dawson:
and on the dates hereinafter named:
Gardiner Gercux v a patient at Sunday at 1 o’clock at the Russell
LEROY A. CLARK, late of Thomas
were appointed to secure materiaus The Long Chance, Max Brand;
ton. deceased.
Abbie B Clark of
the Miles Memorial Hospital in funeral home. Rev. F. Ernest Smith Thouiaaton
for next week’s work. The next Law and Order on Half a day
wae appointed Admx . June
17,
1941.
without
bond
of the Methodist Church, officiatDamariscotta.
meeting will be Tuesday from 2 to Creek, James Hendricks; Ace in
SIDNEY P. CRABTREE. late of Hope,
deceased. Ruth Howard Crabtree of
the Hole, Jackson Gregory; Nor
Hope was appointed Exx., June 17.
1941, without bond.
M ? by Agatha Christie; Speak No
MELVINA 8. CRAWFORD, late of
Evil, Mignon Eberhardt, Three
Rockland, deceased
Orissa W Hor
ton
of Rockland was appointed Exx..
Thirds of a Ghost, Timothy Fuller;
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
June 17, 1941. and qualified by filing
The Golden Skylark, Elizabeth
bond on same date.
THOMASTON
PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN ROCKLAND AND VICINITY
JB86E A. BROWN, late of North
Goudge.
Haven, deceased
Florence M Brown
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
and who want to borrow money privately, are Invited to
of North Haven was appointed Exx..
8.00 o'clock
June 17, 1941, without bond
use our personal loan and finance service.
It is popularly supposed that
VALENTINE CHISHOLM, late of
TWO CENTS A GAME
Rockland.
deceased
Thomas
H
strcr.g will can defy any hypnotist.
Phone this office and tell operator to reverse the charges
i Chisholm of Rockland was appointed
—
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t
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Or
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coupon
below,
If
you
Will
has
nothing
whatever
to
do
Nine Special Games Next Mon.
Hxr . June 17. 1941 without bond
would like to have representative call al your home.
With $18.50 Special Cash Prizes
CHARLES E. SMITH, of Appleton.
with hypnosis. But intelligence has.
Klathea IF. Brown of Greenville. New
and $2 Door Prize
Main requirement for a loan here: your ability to make
For that reason not everyone can
York, was appointed Odn., June 17.
small regular payments. No co-signers. No wage assign
1941 and qualified by filing bond June
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
be hypnotized either by himself or
18. 1941 Edward C. Payson of Rock
ment.
No
indiscreet
Inquiries.
Plenty
of
time
to
pay.
77-lt by somebody else.
land was appointed Agent in Maine.
You can borrow $50, $75, $126, any amount up to $300,
ALEXANDER MCDONALD, of Rock
v to pay up old bills, finance purchases, meet emergencies,
land. Ieadore C. deWlnter of Thomaeton
wan
appointed
Conservator.
or for any useful purpose.
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GRANGE CORNER

Civilian Defense

AT THE PARK SUNDAY-MONDAY

BEANO

ANNOUNCEMENT

Small Loan Statute License No. 1. Charges 3% on unpaid
monthly balances up to $15 0; 2l,a% monthly on balances
above.

PROTECT YOUR RIGHT TO DRIVE
Under Maine Laws, effective in July, ycu cannot now afford
to take the chance of owning or operating a motor vehicle with
out insurance protection.

Please have your representa

tive call at my home -------

CONSULT

FINANCE COMPANY

STROUT INSURANCE AGENCY
Fire, Automobile and General Insurance
TELEPHONE 158,

THOMASTON, ME.

78-tf

Echoes of the bootleg liquor era. the days of the gangster chief and
his mob, are heard in Universal’s “Hit the Road.” Based on an incident of
prohibition days, the story deals with four boys, orphaned sons of gang
sters slain in an underworld mass murder. They are paroled from re
form school in the custody of the man who was the chief of the gang of
which their fathers were members.

241 WATER STREET
AUGUSTA. ME.
Phone Auguste 1155
M. J. RieUy. Mgr.

(day)—am—pm.
Name ——-—-------------------------

Address
Town ------ RFD No.—Slate—
~
71-77

June 19. 1941. and qualified by filing
bond on same date

EMERSON C S EMMONS, late of
Friendship.
deceased.
James
C.
Murphy of Friendship was appointed
Admr., June 17. 1941. and qualified by
filing bond June 20, 1941.
ALMON BIRD, late of Rockland, de
ceased. Adelle L Bird of Rockland
was appointed Admx.. June 17 1941
and qualified by filing bond June 20.
1941.
MARY ELLA PERRY, late of A|S>leton. deceased
Perley D
Perry of
Appleton was appointed Admr.. June
17. 1941. and qualified by filing bond
June 23. 1941
Attest:
CHARLES L. VKAZIR
Register

l
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Boothbay Playhouse
To open their fifth season of
Summer stock, the management of
the Boothbay Playhouse, Sherwood
Keith and Joseph J. Cell, have
planned a series of gala events,
which coincides with the second
annual Augusta Week at the Play
house.
On Wednesday evening, July 2,
inaugurating the 10-week season
and Augusta Week, the Mayor of
Augusta, Sanford L. Fogg. Jr. will
open festivities with a brief address.
The play is tliat happy and mischiev
ous farce, “Goodbye Again,” which
laughs its way through three divert
ing acts. There will be guest speak
ers of prominence every evening of
the production, Wednesday through
Saturday.
Heading the list of Patrons and
Patronesses at the Playhouse this
seasen are Oovernor and Mrs.
Bewail.
In the Playhouse production of
"Goodbye Again,” Frank Rossi, a
popular leading man of the 1940
season, will play the stellar role of
Kenneth Bixby, a woman’s club
lecturer, the part played by Osgood
Perkins when the comedy was pro
duced in New York. Miss Marlon
Speed, playing opposite Mr. Rossi,

will make her debut with the
Boothbay Players as Anne Rogers,
the efficient secretary In writing
the comedy, “Ocodbye Again,” the
authors, had one Idea in mind; to
make the audience laugh. They
succeeded far beyond their fondest
hopes.
Plans for “Rockland Week,” July
9-12, are underway, and will be an
nounced soon.
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Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either of
the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
In and for the County of Knox, on thu
17th day of June In the year of our
lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-one an by adjournment from
day to day from the 17th day of said
June. The following matters having
been presented for the action thereup
on hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby
ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively In The Courier-Ga
zette a newspaper published at Rock
land In said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the 15th day of
July A. D. 1941 at eight o'clock In the

forenoon, and be heard thereon If they
see cause.
AI?K>H
W ERrCKSON. late of
Swampscott, Mass., deceased Exempli
fied copy of Will and Probate thereof,
together with a Petition for Probate
of Foreign Will, asking that the copy
of said Will may be allowed, filed and
recorded In the Probate Court of Knox
County, presented by Francis R Hines
of Waltham. Mass.
JAMES McDOUGALL. late of War
ren. deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Alice
P McDougall of Warren, the hclnc the
Executrix named In said Will, with
out bond
CARRIE D. SHERMAN, late cf Rock
land, deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Elmer
C. Davla of Rockland, he being the
Executor named In said Will, without
bond.
ESTATE CHARLES C. SNOWDEAL.
late of South Thomaston, deceased
Petition for Administration, asking
that Rosalind E Sawyer of Rockland,
or some other suitable person, be ap
pointed Adanx.. wli.h bond
ESTATE LETTTE M STAPLES, late
of Camden deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Alexander R
Glllmor of Camden, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admr,
without bond
ESTATE ALDIE A CROSS, late of
Camden, deceased
Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Horace S.
Robbins of Lincolnville, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admr.,
without bond.
ESTATE DAVID H BUFFUM. late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration, asking that Anne 8.
BufluRi of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admx,
wlhout bond.
CHARLES f
COUGHLIN. late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary issue to
John D Coughlin of Rockland, he be
ing the Executor named In said Will,
without bond
FRANK 8. LYDDIE, late of Rockland,
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that the same may
be proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamenary Issue to Ethel L
Lyddle of Rockland, she being the
Executrix named In said Will, with
out bond.
CARRIE E. BRAINERD. late of
Rockland, deceased
Will and Petl
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
to Harold B. Burgess of Rockland, he
being the Executor named In said Will,
without bond.
ESTATE HENRY L ELLIOT, late of
Salem. Mass., deceased
Petition (or
Conveyance According to Contract of
certain Real Estate., situated In etch
ing and fully described In said Pet'on. presented by Philip F Broughton
of New York. N Y.
ESTATE MI I,I ARD E ROWE late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Li
cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ
ated In Rockland and fully described
In said Petition, presented by Elmer
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E. Joyce of Camden, Admr.

ESTATE JOHN I, THOMAS, late of
Rockland, deceased.
First and final
account presented for allowance by
Sadie L. Thomas, Exx.
ESTATE AMANDA H
WHITNEY
late of Appleton, deceased
First and
final acoount. presented for allowance
by Jennie W Conant, Admx.
ESTATE BELLE D MaoGREGOR.
late of Rockport, diseased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Charlea F Dwlnal, Admr
ESTATE ANNIE CALDERWOOD late
of Vlnalhaven. deceased
Petition
for administration a,king that Joseph
F Headley of Vlnalhaven or some
other stiltable person be appointed
Admr., without bond.
ESTATE EUBERTUS A CLARK late

of St. George, deceased.
First and
ftnsl account presented for allowance
by Gilbert Harmon, Admr.
ESTATE SAMUEL CLARK, late of
Friendship, deceased
First and final
account presented for allowance by
Mary E Stanley, Exx.
ESTATE MABEL T
AMESBURYlate of Thomaston, deceased
Flr’t
and final account presented for a‘"
lowanoe by Frank L Amesbury Bxr
Wltnesa. HARRY E. WILBUR
quire. Judge cf Probate Court
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
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a few days’ stay in

M.i
and sister, Mrs. George Gov? home frem
(,f Haverhill, are guests of Mrs. M. Boston.
K Pill bury and Mrs. Harry Chase.

Prof. Wilbert Snow and Mrs.
Snow with them five stalwart sons
arrived last night from Middletown.
Ccnn., for the Summer months at
their Spruce Head camp. They
were overnight guests of Mrs.
Snow's mother Mrs. C. F. Simmors
Middle street.

,.\ silver I-ink Social, sponsored by
Mu i in Rebekah Circie, was held
Wednesday afternoon witli Mis.
Ralph Feyler. Bouquets of peonies,
caisies and irks decorated the lav.n
where refreshments were served.
Hostesses were Mrs. George Moody,
Mi Victoria Clements, Mrs. Zac i
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot R. Duncan
Wir.slow, Miss Mabel Harding and
aiTlved yesterday from Danvers.
Mrs. Feyler.
Mass., for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Allen
Mrs. Walter Spear and Mrs. Ray
have moved from the Spear block
to tlie Fred L. Linckin apartments Eaton entertained Thursday at
hmcheon and cards at Rockledge
on Broadway.
Inn.
Mi Manuel Winchenbaugh en
tertained Thursday night in honor
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask and
of M
Winchenbaughs birthday son Richard, left yesterday to at
anniversary. Present were Mr. and tend the wedding of Mrs. Trasks
Mi Vaino A Johnson and Mr. brother. Kenneth Lewis at Clarnd Mrs. Elmer Teel. Cards were encevillc, Quebec.
enjoyed, and luncheon was served
Austin Joyce is visiting his sis
by tlie hostess.
ter Mrs. Emery Barbour enroute
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer and to his home at Swans Island from
tlieir guests, Mrs. Hazel Allen of Norwood, R. I.
Dorchtster and Mrs. William Ayer
Mrs. Martha Alley is visiting
of Lincoln left yesterday morning
di a three days’ trip into Canada. friends in Milo.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps held its
Tlie Rug Club was all-day guest
last
meeting until September Thurs
of its brilliant instructor, Mrs. L.
s
MacElwee at Long Island, day night with President Margaret
Friend hip, with husbands of the Rackllff, presiding.

Ir, Dorothy, arrive to-

nembers cf Forget-meOES visited Orient
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Mrs. Jane W. Bird, Mrs. Dorothy

Bird Snow and Miss Madeline Bird
arrive tomorrow from Trenton, N.
J. for the Summer.

GDIE A CROSS, late of
eased
Petition for Adasklng that Horace S.
Incolnvllle. or some other
>n, be appointed Admr.,

COUGHLIN, late of
ed Will and Petition
•eof. asking that the
ived and allowed and
“stamentary Issue to
1 of Rockland, he be• named In said Will.

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier and Mr.
and Mrs. John Creighton have gone
to Birmingham, Mich., where they
are attending today the wedding of
Mr. and Mrs. Hellier's son, Edward

Administration, asking
E Sawyer of Rockland,
suitable person, be apwlth bond.
TE M STAPLES, late
ceased. Petition for Adasklng that Alexander R.
”amden, or some other
»n. be appointed Attair.,

VID H BUFFUM. late of
eased
Petition for Atlasklng that Anne S.
ckiand. or some other
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Mrs. Vance Norton entertained
W.I.N. Club Thursday night, at her
home on Oak street. Honors in
bridge went to Mrs. Carl Freeman,
Mrs. Earle McWilliams and Mrs.
I Ciintcn Barbour.

MIDNIGHT SHOW
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Thomaston,

A oicinic was

lookers as supper guests. A grand planned for July 17 at the cottage
of Mrs. Mabel Richatdson, Water
t ine they pronounced the event.
man’s Beach.
Miss Edna Payson was hostess to
Charles Dorgan returns tomor
.i large company of friends Wed
row
to West Warwick, R, I., after
nesday night when her lovely night
spending
a week with hts parents,
blooming cereus gave great pleasure
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D. J. Dorgan. Mrs.
in its rare quality of beauty. Dr.
John Smith Lcwe read a fine story Herman Carr and children also have
been visiting with Mlrs. Carr's par
of this interesting plant.
ents and return tomorrow to Ma
Mrs. Hugh S. Bain, Miss Adelaide chias. Miss Mabel Dorgan, who is
Enow and Miss Helen Erskene mo now on a trip to California, arrives
tored to Portland this wqek for a the last of July to spend the re
day’s visit.
mainder of the Summer at the Dor
gan home.
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 16 School street. Odd
Mrs. Addie Rogers, Miss Margaret
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur Rogers and Roger Dow went yes
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate terday to LaOrange to attend the
prices.
9-tI Stover-Smart nuptials. Miss Regers
will sing two solos before the cere
mony. and Mr. Dow will play the
wedding march.

IARI.ES C. SNOWDEAL.
h

Mary Ada Lawry, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Oram (R. Lawry,
became the b ide June 21 of Rex
Harding Garrett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Garrett of White Plains,
N. Y., in Melrose, Mass.
The
double ring ceremony was read by
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne, and the
bride was given in marriage by
her father.
Mrs. Garrett wore a beautiful
gown of white organza appliqued
with white satin leaves and train,
complemented by a veil of illusion
and headdress of pique flowers
with tiny pearl stamirs. She car
ried a shower bouquet of white
roses and snapdragons. Maid of
honor was the bride’s sister, Miss
Dorothy Lawry. who wore orchid
organza and lace, and heart-shaped
halo hat. Her bouquet was of yel
low snapdragons and marguerites.
Dr. Oram R. Lawry, Jr., of the
Maine General Hospital in Port
land was best man. The wedding
marches were played on the or
gan by Mrs. O. R. Lawry, Jr.
A reception was held in the
Towne Lynne House in Lynnfield,
the newly married couple then go
ing on a wedding tour of unan
nounced destination. On Tetum
they will spend the remainder of
the Summer in Bethel. Conn.
Mr. Garrett, who graduated from
Bowdoin College and a member of
Kappa Sigma fraternity, is em
ployed as representative assistant
in the Texas Company in Danbury,
Conn.
Mrs. Oarrett graduated'
from Rockland High School and
Sargent School of Physical Educa
tion, and is director of girls' physi
cal education in the Rockland
public schools.
Out of town guests attending
were Dr. and Mrs. Oram R. Lawry j
of this city. Dr. and Mrs. Oram R. j
Lawry, Jr., of Portland, Mr. and l
Mrs. Paul Garrett, Miss Ruth Oar- '
rett. Miss Dorothy Garrett, Paul
Garrett, Jr., all of White Plains,
N. Y„ Mr. and Mrs. Clinton C.
Lawry, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A.
Lawry. Stanley Lawry, Jr., Eva
Lawry, Gordon Lawry, John Lawry,
all of Melrose. Mass., Ciintcn C.
Lawry. JY„ of Schenectady, N. Y.,
Mrs. Thomas Sandeson of Quincy.
Mass , Pvt. William T. Smith, Jr.
of West Overfield, Mass., Mrs.
Louise Eisenhauer of Somerville,
Mass., Mrs. Benjamin P. Browne
of Holyoke, Miss Faith Hopkins of
Melrose, and Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Carpenter of White Plains.
Miss
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Mrs. John Gatti has returned to
Windham. Conn., after visiting her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. M. F. LoveJoy, and was accompanied by Miss
Priscilla Lovejoy, who Monday will
assume the position of assistant to
Dr. Edward Truex, Sr., and Dr. Ed
ward Truex, Jr., in Hartford, Ccnn.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamson of
West Rockport are celebrating their
55th wedding anniversary today.
Outboard motors for rent.
St. Hardware Co. Tel. 288.

Main
77-78

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
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A novel and
enjoyable enter
tainment
was
presented at the

ENDS TONIGHT
WILLIAM BOYD
as Hopalong Cassidy in
“BORDER VIGILANTES’

Cartoon

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
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' ® ...by a dame!.
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of Mrs. E. Roy Moss, who also
modelled her own.
The most recent bride of the
year was Mrs. Edgar Ames, mar
ried May 28. 1941 and the final ap
pearance was that of Miss Al
freds Perry of Rockland, repre
senting “The bride of tomorrow”.
After these individual appear
ances, Miss Woodcock at the or
gan fell gracefully into the strains
of the Lohengrin Wedding March
agd all the gowns were paraded
once more in order to the front of
the church where they were
grouped for several moments be
fore marching out of the church
to the tune of Mendelssohn’s Wed
ding March.
To Mrs. Forest Stone goes the
credit for a great deal of hard work
in planning and executing this
program. She was assisted by
Miss Jessie Stewart who read the
lines introducing the gowns and

models, Mrs. Karl Stetson, who ar
ranged, the coiffures cf those
brides of yesterday. Miss Margaret
G. Ruggles and Miss Rita C.
Smith, who arranged the decora
tions, Miss Helen Studley, in
charge of tickets, and William
Brooks, Jr., who gave cloth to
cover the aisle carpets of the
church. The committee sincerely
appreciates the kindness of those
loaning gowns for the occasion.

The proceeds from the enter
tainment are to benefit the Fed
erated Circle and amounted to
$18.

ORFF’S CORNER
Through the kindness of Rev.
H. W. Nutter several children from
here are attending Daily Vacation
Bible School at the Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Reddington Rob
bins of Miami, Fla., and Forrest
Wall of Tenants Harbor were visi
tors Sunday at Albert Elwell’s.
Mrs.

Ralph

York

of

Pemaquid

and Mrs. Ella York of Damaris
cotta Mills were callers recently at
Kenneth S. Elwell’s
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tisdale and
two daughters of Gardiner visited
friends here Sunday.
Mrs. Mabelle Porter and Mrs.
Henrietta Turner were Togus visi
tors Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron L. Hutchins
and three sons have returned from
a visit in New Hampshire.
Freeman Miller of Massachusetts
was a caller last Saturday at Ken
neth Elwell’s enroute to Jefferson
where he has employment.
Edward Reed has sold his place
to Horace Smith who will occupy
it.
The 4-H Club accompanied by
the leader Thomas Bragg and as
sistant leader Mrs. Lulu Jackson
attended the field day at Union
and reported a fine time.*
Mrs. Henry E. Meyer Miss Mil
dred Meyer and Leonard Meyer
are at their Summer home here.

Route 27

Sherwood Keith, J. J. Celi present

"

LORETTA YOUNG in -LADY FROM CHEYENNE”

As another part of the opening
festivities at the Samoset Hotel,
Adriel U Bird and William A. Doe
of Boston entertained about 100
guests, including many well-known
hotel owners and excutlves from
all over New England, at a d.nner
dance Thursday night.
The menu included fresh fruit
cocktail, grenadine; celery hearts,
mixed olives and sailed nuts;
baked native lobster, a la thennidor; broiled Spring Chicken-half,
guava jelly; long branch potatoes,
fresh asparagus, hollandaise, stuffed
temato en surprise; dinner rolls;
strawberry frappe, fancy cakes and
coffee.
Among those amending were,
from the Bay State. Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur 6. Bates of Seekonk. Dt.
and Mrs. Melvin T. Copeland of
Cambridge, Mr. and Mrs M. T.
Lawlor of Worcester, Willard Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. ©eth Eamcs, Mrs.
A. W. Hodgdcn, Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Kelley. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. LaundTie. Miss Agnes Maher,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew B. Sides, Mr.
and Mrs. Shaw Sp:ag.ue and Mr.
and Mrs. Chester T. Skibinski, all
of Boston, and Capt. J. R. Peterson
of Falmouth.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Alford, Jr„
and daughter and Mrs. Lawrence

Boothbay. Maine,

S \\ x

TODAY

Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater

f BOOTHBAYPLAYHOUSE9

MUM kbnalo owes

PETER LORRE * . mirotw win*
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Community Club Reviews
and Previews Multiple
Activities

Historical Items

Federated Church
in
Thomastcn
Tuesday night at
8 o’clock when
an
appreciative
audience
wit
nessed the exhibition of old and
new wedding gewns. The church
was appropriately dec crated with
syringe and white peonies, huge
bcuquets effectively placed about
the organ and platform.
Mias Julia Woodcock was organ
ist and as the soft strains of mu
sic filled the church. Miss Glenice
Lermond wearing the oldest gown
of the parade, one belonging to
Mrs. Fannie Brown’s mother and
worn in 1853. appeared at the door
and marched slowly down one
aisle to the platform where she
burned and paused and proceeded
back up the other aisle and out.
Second was the wedding dress of
Miss Anna Dillinghams mother,
worn in 1872 and modeled by Mrs.
Orvel F. Williams.
Mrs. Josephine ©tone was third,
wearing a beautiful old gown with
a cape and bonnet, which was to
have been worn by Mias Cassandra
Vinel for her marriage to a sea
captain about 1880. This marriage,
for some unknown reason, did not
take place, so the giown was never
worn, but the cape and bonnet
were a part of Mias Vinal's outfit
when
she
married
Charles
Washburn a little later. Mrs. War
ren Everett followed, modelling
Mrs. Edward Weston's dress of
1883. Mrs. Elmer Ingalls wore her
grandmother’s wedding or goingaway dreas of the 1884 style.
At this point In the parade a
men’s quartet composed of Forest
Stcne. Gordon Reed, Foster Fales
and Stephen Lavender, sang “Drink
To Me Only With Thine Eyes.”
Following this. Mrs. Arthur Elliot's
wedding dress, with a 22-inch
waistline, worn by her in 1900.
was modeled by her granddaugh
ter, Jean Elliot. It was also in
teresting, to note that this dress
was made for Mrs. Elliot by Mrs.
Evelyn Snow of this town.
The year 1901 was represented
by Mrs. Frederick Dennison’s
mother's gown which was worn
first June 26, 1901, and by Mrs.
Dennison herself at her own wed
BURGESS-MORTON
ding
in 1930. The late Mrs. BcwMiss Lucille T. Morten and Eu
doln
Lermond's wedding dress of
gene H. Burgess, both of Vinalabout 1906, was worn by her grand
haven, were united in marriage daughter, Dea Perry of Rockland.
Wednesday
afternoon
at
the Mrs. Roland Ware of Rockland
Methodist parsonage, Rev. Guy came next wearing Mrs. Marie
Wilson reading the single ring Singer's wedding dress and shoes,
ceremony. They were attended by worn by Mrs. Singer in 1913.
Mrs. Joseph Emery of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. James Hanley of
was married in 1916, and her dress
this city.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. was shown by Mrs. Philip R.
and Mrs. Joseph Morton of Vinal- Greenleaf who was followed by an
haven, and the bridegroom is the other selection, “Love’s Old Sweet
son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Song.” sung by the quartet. Mrs.
Willis ©pear's wedding dress of the
Burgess. He has been employed year 1923 was next in the line and
as a store clerk, but Thursday went worn by Mrs. Robert Libby, with
to the induction center in Port Mrs. W. B. D. Gray, who was mar
land as one of the Knox County ried in the same year modeling
selectees.
her own dress. Mrs. Gray’s gown
was one of three dresises made
from her mother’s wedding gown.
MRS. NELLIE A. WHITE
Mrs. Nellie E. Achorn, widow of There were also two representa
Joseph C. White, died Wednesday in tives of the year 1980, Mrs. Lau
New York city, where she had made rence Perry of Rockland wearing
her home for 20 years with her two her own, and Mrs. Elmer R. (Big
gers wearing that of Mis. Ellis
daughters Miss Helen White and Young of this town. “I Love You
Miss Bessie White. Mrs. White was Truly’ was sung at this point by
born in Rcckland Feb. 4, 1858, the the quartet, and then brides of
daughter of Michael A. and Mary more recent date appeared. These
Ulmer Achorn, and resided many were led by Mrs. Forest Stone in
her own wedding dress of 1937.
years in Portland.
Malcolm Creighton at the piano
Survivors besides her two daugh
next
played ‘‘Alice Blue Gown” to
ters are two sisters, MLss Alberta
introduce
Mrs. Warren Knights
Achorn and Mrs. F. H. Gabbi and a
wearing
Mrs.
Robert Walsh’s wed
brother, Charles C. Achorn, all of
ding dress of Alice blue. Mrs.
Portland.
Walsh was married in 1938. Mrs.
Private funeral services will be Forrest Grafton was married in
held this afternoon at the residence this same church in June 1939 and
of William T. White, I.ake avenue, she now appeared wearing her
with Rev. John Smith Lowe offi dress of that date. Also in 1939.
ciating.
Interment wilf be in in the Fall, the wedding of Mrs.
William Brooks, Jr., took place and
Achorn cemetery.
she followed Mrs. Grafton, with
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. still a third 1939 dress being that
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Busy Union Women

Belles of Bygone Era
Modeled in Thomaston—

Plus
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— Billy HALOP Huntz HAL!
hcbnel DFIL Bernard PUNSLY
Tvcdyn ANKERS Cna'ii?* LANG
S b ? m > H O W A b’ f)

“Take the Air”
I (a musical short)
| “Sword Soldiers”
(sportUght reel)
Latest News of

“GOODBYE AGAIN”
“Extravagantly funny comedy”
WED. thru SAT., JULY 2-5
50c, 75c, |1 plus tax

8-J0 P M

Hill of Belgrade Lakes, Col. Henry
N. Teague of Mt. Washington, N.
H.„ Mr. and Mrs. Hoiace W. Chap
man. Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Hop
kins and Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
Cratty of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter T. Day of Milo, Grant Den
nison of Miami Beach, Fla., Mr.
and Mrs. Loren E. Kimball. Jr., cf
Northeast Harbor, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy A. Joslin of Brunswick, Mr.
and Mrs. William S. Newell of
Bath. Mr. and Mrs. Philip Sheri
dan and Mrs. Arthur Crafts of
Greenville, Mr. and Mts. Homer C.
Teall of Moosehead Lake, Frank A.
McKenzie of West Outlet, Moosehead, Mr. and Mrs. William T
Johnsen of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs.
I Fred Burgess. Mr. and1 Mrs. R. H.
Bryant of Kennebunk Beach. Mr
and Mrs. James C. Maher of Port
land, Joseph W. Simpson of York
Harbor, Mr. and Mts. Gurdon P.
Williams of Bridgeport, Conn.. Mrs.
Floricel P. Constantinesco, Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. OConneli of Lebanon,
N. H., Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dodge
of Whitefield N. H.. Mrs. E. W.
Hayward and Miss Jeannette Gill
of Hanover, N. H.. and from New
York, Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Bick
ford, Miss Ola Markoff, Count Vin
cent Orssich and Samuel J. Tankoos and Mr. and Mrs. Frank J.
Power of Fishers Island. N. Y.

The D. A. R. Field Day
Attendance Largest For
Years—Local Chapter
Well Represented
The annual field day of the Maine
Society of Daughters of the Ameri
can Revolution was held at Poland
Thursday; 299 were registered, it
being the largest field day gather
ing for some years.
Those in attendance froni^ Lady

That brilliant music master of
the Camden Summer colony, Feliz
Salmond, told this writer the
thrilling news that in July he and
Miss Ruth draper, the famaus
monologuist, who also Summers
in Maine, are to give a benefit con
cert in Camden for the Red Crrfss.
It is surely hoped they that will
choose a hall that will hold all who
may wish to attend what is sure
to be an eminent evening of
pleasure.
• • • •
During the World war it was
found that the rate of contraction
of influenza by soldiers was re
duced five times by antiseptic dish
washing; ‘Saliva-borne infections,”
asseits the American Journal of
Public Health, “are responsible
either directly or indirectly for
from 25 percent to 45 percent of
our mortality.”
• • • •
Save all cancelled stamps and
send them to England for their
use in the manufacture of artifi
cial limbs for the wounded war
heroes. Should you have no di
rect way I will see that they are
sent via Red Cress or some way.
« • • •

It is good news that the Gover
nor has made plans for study of
the metal deposits in the State
and it is sincerely hoped the resul'.s will be a new source of rev
enue for many in these broad acres.
Oxford. Andrcscogg.n and Sagada
hoc Counties are to be studied and
it is believed that Knox County
can prove rich in many different
deposits needed in the Natioral
Defense emergencies and general
use. This & That has really
harped on this need' from infancy.
• • • •
Noticing in a recent newspaper
tlfis question in “Mind Your Man
ners”: Is it important that a hos
tess make her guests flael they are
no trouble at all? This answer
comes to my mind! from the pen
of the late poet, Thomas Bailey
Aldrich:
When friends are at your hearth-

Knox Chapter were Mrs. Irene Mo
side met,
ran, regent; Mrs. Hattie Davies, Sweet courtesy has done its most
Mrs. Helen Carlson, Mrs. Mabelle If you have made each friend for
get
Rose, Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Mrs.
That
he himself is net the host.
Anne Snow and Mrs. Orissa Merritt.
• • • F
The morning session was held at
Have you been cut in the woods
the John Nevens farm, where a tab
in
the evening and listened to the
let was unveiled on the site cf the
Nevens home, to perpetuate the whippoorwll’s insistent and oftmemory of 22 men, who signed an repeated call and heard in the
agreement “To Secure their Lives distance the answer? There is a
and Property.” The tablet was pre real love story there. Net the ro
sented to the town of Poland by the mance and esthetic harmony that
State Regent, MSss Margaret McIl fills one's scul with melody like
roy. Descendants of John Nevens the hermit thrush, but rather a
were present and scripture was read business adventure, clear, precise
and ethical.
from the Family Bible.
• • • •
Luncheon was served at the Man
I chanced! to be in the car of
sion House.
a
person whose lofty ideals are
The afternoon meeting was held
pronounced
and whose great re
in the ball room of the Poland
sourcefulness
is marked by the
Spring House. The flowers used for
charming
ideas
he carries through
decorations were unusually lovely.
his
everyday
affairs.
Noticing a
One bouquet of red carnations, Eas
soft,
sweet
melody
on
the
air that
ter lilies and stock, was the gift of
seemed
to
be
following
along
our
Gov and Mrs. Sewall. The Gover
route
of
travel,
I
locked
behind
nor being unable to be present Mrs.
Sewall brought greetings from her more than once to see if I could
locate its source, when it was ex
husband to the Assembly.
A telegram was read from Maine’s plained that this owner of the
own Congresswoman, Mrs. Marga car. New Hampshire born, missed
ret Chase Smith and from Senator in Winter time the sleigh bells
Ralph O. Brewster, who had hoped when he was on the road, so he had
attached in under the back scat
to be there.
Mrs. William H. Pouch, President a few soft and harmonious sleigh
General cf the National Society bells that gave to him memories in
melody.
gave the address of the afternoon.
• • • •
She was presented with an auto
Amy:
“
Chris,
are you to have a
graphed copy first edition of Ken
vacation
this
year?
”
neth Roberts' book “Oliver Wiswall”
Cris:
“
Yes,
but
two weeks are
and a Colonial Patriotic bouquet by
not enough to get engaged in if
the Society of Children of the
one acts ladylike.”
Ameriican Revolution.
• • • •
Mrs. Theodore Clark of New York
One Massachusetts city is press
read an interesting paper on “The
ing a “ga to church” campaign
American Woman’s Voluntary Serv
ice for National Defense.” She said and isn't it about time for this to
be a general effort in the land?
250.000 women in England are tak
Never has the guiding hand of
ing men’s places.
Province been needed as it is to
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, State chap
day. A prayer, a song, a lift to
lain, delivered an his'orical sketch.
those who are needy will dp much
M±. Leach, Governor of the May
to give a healthy tenic to the
flower Society sptke briefly, and
day's efforts for happiness and
other distinguished guests.
satisfaction.
Mrs. Giddens, a real granddaugh
• • • •
ter was p.esent and received an ova
President MaoKenzie, the New
tion.
Brunswick University head, tcld
Mr. and Mrs. Fester, leaders of Bcwdo.n College s udents in a
Opportunity Farm presented a group chapel address recently that Can
of boys who rendered three orches ada is warring against Germany
tra selections.
because of a conviction that "it is
Guests coming from a distance better to cLe on one’s iee. than to
were the Regent of the Oklahoma live cn cne's knees.”
9 • • •
Chapter and a member of the Mil
Writers of ancient Rome referred
waukee, Wisconsin Chapter.
to Denmark as “the land of Cimbrians.’’ Alfred the Great of Eng
land
was the first author to call
MOOSEHEAD
the
country
Denmark.
COFFEE HOUSE
9 • • •
AND OVERNIGHT CABINS
Irving Berlin s song. “Any Bonds
Open For Fishing Parties and
Today
” grows more popular and
Transients
has
been
given for patriotic purGREENVILLE, ME. nneps trx TTnele Sam

The Woman’s Community Club
of Union held Its first picnic and
meeting Tuesday afternoon at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goss.
There were 35 members and one
guest present. Picnic lunch whs
served by Mrs. Goss, assisted by
Mrs. Mertie Messer and Mrs. Max
ine Heath.
A business meeting was held
after the luncheon. Mrs Charlotte
Hawes, president, and Mrs. Nina
Puller, delegate, gave reports on
the Maine Federation of Woman s
Club meeting held June 18-19 at
Northeast Harbor.
It was voted to hold a calendar
supper July 11 at the Masonic hal’.
Girl Scouts and others will deco
rate the tables, thus: Jan., Lois
Nichols; Feb, Edith Howard:
March, Elizabeth McKinley; April,
Zola Cramer; May, Hazel Day;
June, Harriet Farris; July. Madolyn Hawes; Aug., Gladys Mitchel!;
Sept... Nathalie Fossett; Oct., Pris
cilla Simmons; Nov., Agnes Dav;
Dec., Jean Lucas.
It was voted to hold the annual
fair at the school building July 25.
Committees appointed are: Gen
eral chairman, Mrs. Doris Payson;
cafeteria, Mrs. Doris Payson, Mrs.

Grace Williams, Mrs. Martini Ful
ler, Mrs. Emma Robbins, Mrs. I.enn
Heald, Mrs. Mary Wallace, Mrs.
Lizzie Hawes; cashier, Mrs. Bessie
Stephenson.
Aprons and faneywork. Mrs. Ida
Ooss, Mrs. Clara Day, Mrs. Lizzie
Hughes; candy, Mrs. Christine Bar
ker, Mrs. Margaret Gleason, Mis.
Mabie Aines; punch, Mrs. Bertha
Howe, Mrs. Doris Robbins; beano,
Mrs. Loretta Rich, Mrs. Helen
Gorden.
Cooked food, Mrs. Mary Barker,
Mrs. Sadie

Lenfest;

grabs,

Mrs.

Frances Lucas, Mrs. Florence Calderwood;

Mrs.
Gladys Cramer, Mrs. Hattie Leach.
white

elephants,

Footstool, Mrs. Edna McKinley,
Mrs. Marion Alden, Mrs» Caroline
Abbott; quilt, Mrs. Minnie Math
ews, Mrs. M.nnie Mathews, Mrs.
Avis Nichols, Mis. Mabie Tuttle;
entertainment, Mrs, Aubyne Hawes,
Mrs. Ethel Creighton and Mrs.
Mabie Tuttle.
Joe Loring will be present, dressed
in his native Indian costume. He
will have baskets and bows and
arrows on sale, and he will also
teach those buying bows and ar
rows how to shoot.
• • • 9

It was voted to sponsor a con
cert to be given by Walter Leary,

baritone of New York, for British
War Relief, Mr. Leary has been
under study for Lawrence Tibbett
at the Metropolitan Opera for two
years.

This concert will take place

the middle of August, time and
place to be announced. The com
mittee is Mrs. Edna McKinley,
Mrs. Nina Fuller and Mrs. Ethel
Creighton.
It was voted to sponsor a baby
and pre-school conference to be
held Aug. 7 at the Methodist
vestry.
Several new names were added
to the membership list—Mrs. Ger
trude Berry. Mrs. Margaret Glea
son. Mrs. Lena Heald. Mrs. Blanche
Robbins, Mrs. Emma Robbins, Mrs.
Helen Gorden. Miss Ida Hughes.
The president Invited the club
members to meet at the “Century”,
Spruce Head, for a September
picnic.

CAMDEN

Three Shows Daily: 2, 7 9P. M
NOW

$16? CASH NIGHT

MARX BROTHERS
YGO WEST”

in

Plus
“MELODY FOR THREE”
and GIRL REVUE on Stage

SUNDAY-MONDAY
First Showing on the
Coast of Maine

. Ann

Eudv

Rose.tiofy

MiLtER • VALLEE • LANE
Allen .'(SYiKl• lor" VERHIlt
GUN GRAY ond HIS tASA tOMA >AND

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA

Camp Tanglewood
Reservations For the
Y. W. C. A. Retreat
Already Exceed 150
Already 153 reservations have
been made for Tangle weed, the
YWCA camp at 'Lincolnville, ac
cording to an announcement by
Miss Gladys B. Russell, general
secretary of the “Y,” who is also
ramp director. An excellent staff
has been engaged for the camp
season July 6 to August 31 and a
delightful season is anticipated
Those having made reservations
Include:
Dorothy Peterson, Bar Harbor;
Betty Peterson, Bar Haibor; Eliza
beth Cottle, Ellsworth Falls; Helen
Emple. Bangor; Dorothy Moulder,
Glen Head, N. Y ; Phyllis Silver
stein, Barbara Silverstein, Man
chester, Conn.; Sally Ladd, Ells
worth; Joan Smith. Orono; Bar
bara David, Ann David, Reading,
Mass; Nancy Cohen, Portland;
Jean Howard. New’ Rochelle, N. Y.;
L. nda Gotlib. Bangor; Barbara
Goldsmith.
Rockland;
Eleanor
Whittier, Judith Finescn, Bangor;
Janette Stephenson, Union; Ronda
Goodman, Bangor; Mary Snyder,
Orono; Mary Plaisted, Lincolnville.
Anne Peterson, Calais; Betty
Hale, Sally Hale, E. Mill.nocket;
Harriet Jones, Ellsworth; Anna
Whittier, Bangor; Janet Gould,
West Englewood, N. J.; Constance
Cook. Fort Fait field; Jill Littlefield,
Larchmont, N Y ; Joan Rosie,
Bangor; Lillian Sargent, Ellsworth
Falls; Carol Goldsmith, Old Town;
Rebecca Sawyer, Orono; Joyce
Lancaster, Brownville Jet.; Eleanor
Prat’, Ellsworth Falls; Adrienne
Mac'Lean. E. Millinocket; Margaret
Harper, Brownville Jet.; Beverly
Packard, Wukefleld, Mass.; Diana
Sinclair, New York, N. Y.; Barbara
Tulloch, Bangor; Betty Potter,
Hallowell; Charlotte Dore, Elizabe h Dore, Millinocket; Patricia
Hvde, Ludlow, Vt ; Joan Chase.
M. lo; Betty Thomas, Detroit,
M.ch ; Phyllis iLlpsky, Bangor;
Cynthia leslie. Law'rence, Mass.;
Ann P.erce. Buck-port; Gertrude
Homans, Mary Freese. Bangor,
Prudence Weaver. Camden; Christ,ne Plaisted. Lincolnville; June
Jacobson. Portland; Ccrace Whit
comb, Julia Thompson, Bangor;
Jean Totman. Winterport; Lerna
LaiFerriere, Bangor.
Betty
Robinson,
Bucksport;
Georg.anna Worcester, Winterport;
Jane Bergholt. Banger; Rachel
Geen, Brewer; Eleanor Rosen,
Bangor; Evelyn Tewksbury, Milli
nocket; Carolyn Crowell, Long
meadow, Mass.; Sarah Weeks,
Calais; Betty Hamlin, Milo; Betty
Kelley, Patricia Kelley, Camden;
Maxine
Forsy he,
Eddington;
Elaine Spruce, Orono; Mary Wray,
Brewer; Frances Harvey, Old
Town; Marilyn Page, Orono; Mary
Buker, Pittsfield; Ethel Scammon,
Orono; Jeanette Wood, Ruth Whit
ney, Hildegarde Seehagen, Au
gusta: Phyllis Cocper. Togus; Jeanet'e Hopkins, Mary Hurley, Au
gusta; Margaret Murray, Hampden
Highlands; Dorothy Preble, Sulli
van.
Frances Sargent, Shirley Sar
gent, Sorrento; Mary Shaw, Milo;
Glenna
Spofford,
Stonington;
Joyce Trueworthy, Brewer; Elaine
Barter, Brewer; Audrey Buck, Joan
Mutty, Bangor; Jeannette Nadeau.
Brewer; Janice Ro«en. Bangor;
Ruth Freeman, Brookline, Mass.,
Nancy
Littlefield, Sargentville;
Ruth Nadeau, Brewer; Priscillr.
Hayes, Bangor; Eleanor Homor.
Northeast Harbor; Dorothy Rous
sel.
Ella
Johnson,
Madeline
Maxim. Pauline Cook, Augusta;
Edith Dove, Orono; Cynthia Jones,
Framingham. Mass.; Shirley Bush
ey. Baibara Hunt. Joan Hilton,
Bangor; Ann Burnett, Portland; E.
Jacqueline Ranks, Lydia Ranks,
Bangor; Irene Miner, Guilford;
Geraldine Call. Donna Hilton, Ban
gor.
Jennice
French
Lincolnville
Beach; Nancy Moses. Dexter;
Marilvn Bueher. Orono; Barbara
Caey, Brewer; Doris Cunningham,
Ou»l erd; Esther Whitney. Livermere Falls; Patnelia Varnum,
Pcncbscot;
Shirley Polakewich,
Mio; CofcJtance Davis, Bangor;

The first play the writer ever attended was called “The Two Johns.’’
Two of the best friends he has ever known are likewise two Johns. Can
find ’em on the Rockland waterfront any <lay,
Photo by Cullen.

MAINE IN WASHINGTON
(From the Office of Senator Ralph O Brewster)

“He doesn’t know beans” is an
old New England way of indicat
ing that one is rather short on
wit. Certainly it has always been
supposed that army knows beans
because that is supposed to be the
diet of the soldier many times a
week Imagine, therefore, the sur
prise to be told by the Quarter
master General of the army that
they had never heard of yellow-eye
beans in explaining why’ yelloweye beans were not included in the
army specifications as available
for army purchase.
Maine might find here another
good reason for isolation since yel
low-eye beans are a standard ar
ticle of both production and con
sumption in the good old S ate of
Maine as the Quartermaster Gen
eral Was most emphatically in
formed by Senator Ralph O. Brew
ster recently in inquiring why
Maine boys who joined the army
■might net sometimes have beans
from the State of Maine.
Outs.de New England and New
York it developed that beans were
mostly white. The Quartermaster
General, however exhibited inter
est and was promptly furnished
with two quarts of excellent yellcweye beans from the State of Maine
supplied by C. M. White of the De
partment of Agriculture and it is
confidently anticipated that yellcw-eye beans will appear on the
army specifications and farmers in
the State of Maine may find an
cutlet in the army for some of
their surplus crop.
From Maine to California

Even more startling was it to
discover the army boys in Portland
Harbor being fed around the end
of May on California potatoes as
a result of a Quartermaster accept
ing a bid of $2.75 a hundred on
California Long White potatoes in
preference to good old U. S. No. 1
Maine potatoes at $1.35 per hun
dred, Dealers around Portland
brought this to the attention of
Senator Brewster who filed protest
with the Quartermaster General of
the army in Washington and also
with the Office of Production Man
agement which is now assisting in
Army purchases.
Senator Brewster w’as informed
that this purchase was entirely
contrary to the instructions of the
Office of Production Management
which orders have been issued to
encourage the local purchase of
home-grown produce wherever pos
sible. As a simple matter of jus
tice not only to the local producers
and also to the soldiers in the bet
ter quality of prcduct they will thus
receive but also in justice to the
government in the economies in
volved in avoiding long-range
transportation in these days when
our transportation system will soon
be greatly overburdened. This mat
ter is being followed up with in
structions to make sure fhat a
similar situation does not again
occur.
The fact that Maine potatoes
were still in excellent condition
was amply evident by the fact that

Ruth Tinker. Bangor; Sally Friend.

sen. Bucksport; Mary Hatt, Brew

within a week after this incident

er; Alice McPherson. Brewer;
Nancy Bean. Bangor; J cyce Pettap ece. Camden; Joan Maynard.
Bangor: Dorothy Maynard. Pitts
field; Myrtle Fletcher. Bangor;
Gracia Haney, Ouilford; Jane
MacKnight, Englewood. N. J.;
Frances Robinson, Sherman Sta
tion: Rita Anderson. Bangor.

Ma.ne potatoes had doubled in
value so that the army in this in
stance did the dealers and produc
ers a favor by not taking the pota
toes off their hands since a much
better price was shortly thereafter
received. However. Maine Yankees
found it difficult to understand
why the armj- should be buying
potatoes rrom California when
practically everyone in Maine was
still eating Maine potatoes and
finding them most satisfactory.
Senator White Broadcasts

AU Mak^*—New *nd Used
New Portables,
$79.50, $34.50. $39.50. $54.50

Rockland Typewriter Co.
Rockland
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Crossing The Line

We Wanter Know

T

Went A-Visiting

Figures Sound Good

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
W. R. Walter Slips Across
Maine Central Earnings
Official Information As To Below is my version of the song
Line Into Knox County and
Double Over Last Year’s
composed by the late Adella F.
Entering Canada and
Veazle nearly half a century ago.
Has Happy Day
First Five Months
Re-entering United States Wanterknow if anyone can tell me
Net income of $133,361 over and
the correct words and if it was Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Roving Reporter’s articles,
Regulations fcr crossing the Can published..
describing his travels through the above its fixed charges was earned
adian border remain unchanged,
A DOLLAR AND A QUARTER
various sections of the country, by the Maine Central Railroad in
What our lightkeepcrs and
and it is expected that the present I am doing the work In a furnished and his unique way of telling them,
coaatguardsmen are doing to
May,
it
is
shown
in
the
monthly
flat.
procedure will remain in effect,
protect coastwise shipping by
are read with much interest and financial statement of the road,
In a family group of three:
throughout the coming Summer.
Every afternoon and evening Is my pleasure by the writer. However,
day and by night. The day’s
own,
made public at the general offices
United States citizens do not re- |
news from many lonely out
There * an elderly widower over the so far as a day of pleasure is con
in Portland. This compares with
quire passports or other documents j
posts along Maine's waterfront.
way
sidered.
he
has
nothing
on
this
frequently calls on me.
to depart from, or reenter, the Who
net income of $56,598 reported in
When I'm sitting in the kitchen all young boy.
United States from Canada. How- ‘
alone.
WHITE SAILS
May
last year.
•Last Thursday was an ideal day
He’a short and fat and bald at that.
ever, United States citizens should He
[For The Courier-Gazette |
Revenues of the Maine Central in
wlddles hl* Angers and pets the to take a pleasure trip, and so with
White sails, guiding a stately *h:J
be advised to take with them any
cat.
And acts as meek as any wooly lamb. my Other Half and granddaughter, May this year were larger by $232,
with line* ol grace
documents they may be able to ob He
has hinted over and over again.
Miss Clarissa Miller as chauffeur, 678 than those of May, 1940. De Against a horizon line that fades hr J
tain, bearing upon their U. S. citi That his home was open to me,
endless space.
very well contented where and with Tenant’s Harbor as the tailed figures show an increase of Measuring In knots a foamy path
zenship which will be helpful to But I'm
goal
in
view,
the
start
was
made.
I am.
across the blue
the Immigration Officers at the For my work begins with the rising of Our first step was at Warren Pearl’s 26.54% in freight revenue and an A timbered form of cozine** for 1
faithful crew.
border in establishing their right
the sun.
where we took aboard Mrs. Laura increase of 10.05% in passenger rev
only three o'clock when my
White sails: fanned by the trade, th
to reenter this country as Ameri And lf«<
enue.
Mail
revenue
showed
a
de

M. Teague, a lifelong pal of Mrs.
day’s work Is done.
never cease
can citizens. The mere fact that And I never, never tret and I never Walter. She will be 81 July 2 and crease of 2 43% and express a de Running her Easting down with ban
get
In
debt.
at ease
a citizen cannot produce his birth And mv wnges are a dollar and a
is still sprightly and active in social crease of 5 29%.
Holding a course, with headland fa
quarter.
certificate will not necessarily pre
from eight
life.
For the first five months, the
thi
the sun by d.'tv. and ral
vent his readmission to the United Oh. he c me last night In a terrible
We
had
gotten but a few rods statement shows, Maine Central has To view
Southern Cross by night.
plight,
,e.|
States.
beyond Moody’s filling and feeding
To teil nis pitiful tale.
White Sails: straining to every
Aliens lawfully residing in the And I really don't know where the station when Donald Heyer was learned net income of $583,760.51 this
and shroud.
begun.
year, as compared to earnings of Darkened by shadows as the run I
United States for permanent resi But heman
wanted a wife to cheer his life. overtaken—a recent graduate of
meet*
a pissing cloud.
dence, do not require passports And manage his house and farm.
W.H.S. hiking with a brisk gate for $206,070 32 last year.
Echoes of the whistling Wind reach,
From the rising ’till the setting of
a listening ear
from their government to reenter
Rockland. We took the boy in, then
the sun.
Of the helmsman watching a ‘liuk:
his victuals and mend his it occurred to us that we had a Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith in
the United States after a temporary To cook
luff a faultless courrp to stei i
clothes.
visit to Canada. They must, how And minister to his children's woes. friend in Rockland, specifically one Thomaston. Mrs. Smith and her White Sal'.s: o'er the length and
And see that nothing ever goes awry. of Mrs. Teague’s girlhood friends, maid, Miss Edna Ames, are enjoy
breadth of the seven seas au
ever, be in possession of a Reentry She
must bake and brew, and fry and
found
whom we knew wculd be pleased to ing good health but feeling lone From ports that hail a'l. w __
Permit, which must bf obtained
stew.
rthy
And never get tired or cross.
pels outward bound;
meet
us,
Mrs.
Hattie
Keating,
living
some. as Mr. Smith is doing plumb Latitude*
before they depart from the United And
and longitudes o'er the
he said he wanted me to come
at the South End. Mrs. K. didn’t ing work in Vassalboro. Mr. Smith
States. The cost of this permit is
briny re*tle.s foam
and try.
Shall
forever
have u foamv wain
$3 and application therefor may be For he'd paid out so much In a year have to be urged much to don her has represented the people of the
from White Sails., ailing h i
of
single
life.
Thomaston
class
hi
the
Legislature
touring
togs
and
go
with
us.
We
made at the Immigration Office, That he thought It would be cheaper
Capt Wulter Edgar S :t
had gained a better asset than reck for the past two terms.
Deer Isle.
Room 319, Federal Courthouse,
If he married him a wife.
• • • •
he hired a hand at the wages oned, as Mrs. Keating knew every
The next call was at the home of
Portland, Maine, between the hours For ifshe'd
demand.
PORTLAND
HEAD
step
of
the
way
while
none
of
the
Mrs.
Helen
Hilton
and
her
mother,
of 9 a m. and 4 p. m. on weekdays He must pay her a dollar and a
quarter.
others knew an inch. The foliage the latter well up’towards the nine
Stephen Whitney of Belmont
and 9 a. m. and 12 noon on Satur
is so bright and beautiful at pres ties still hale, hearty and active.
I
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Senator White has begun a series
of broadcasts cn matters in Wash
ington which maj- be of interest to

Senator White is thoroughly at
home cn the air as he is. recog
nized as the authority on radio in
J the Cong, ess of the United States
having literally g.own up with it
irem its infancy in the days when
he was Chairman of the Commit
tee cn Merchant Marine and Fish
eries in the House where radio
jurisdiction originated because of
its early use on ships.
A few years ago President Roose
velt designated Senator White as
Chairman of the United States
Commission to the International
Conference on radio at Cairo,
Egypt, where the existing arrange
ment as to wave lengths accorded
to the various nations was finally
worked cut and the regulations de
termined upon governing the use
of the ether.

I

Personals

Congres. man Frank Fellows of
the Third District is back from
the University of Maine Com
mencement while this week-end
Senators White and Brewster and
Congressman Oliver are off to
Bowdoin Commencement while
Congressman Margaret Smith is
attending a Postmasters’ Confer
ence over the week-end and in
specting the naval ship construc
tion at the Bath Iron Works.

Wanted: Steady Rain
Apple Crop Much Smaller
—Strawberries, Peas and
Hay Affected
Victims of the extremely dry
weather the last few weeks, Maine's
1941 hay and apple crops and some
garden produce will be “much
smaller” than those produced a
year ago. Marketing Chief Charles
M. White of the Agriculture De
partment predicted.
“The apple crop, which promised
to be a fair crop,” said White, “has
now become spotty, and seme of
the larger orchardists report a crop
of only 10 to 15 percent of that a
year ago, although the general
opinion seems to be about 65 per
cent of normal.”
White said that growers wculd
be “fortunate" if they got 600.030
bushels this year. Pr^luction last
year totaled 752.000 bushels, com
pared with 1.068 000 the previous

year.
“The vast potato crop,” said
White, "has not been affected yet,
and if we get rains in July and
August it will be all right.”
He said the strawberry crop was
“very bad” this year, and in a few
instances “it has been reported
that the pea crop for canning pur
poses has been affected.”
White said the hay crop was 90
“light’ that farmers already “are
attempting to buy standing hay be
cause their own crcps are so in
adequate.” Much dry weather pre
vailed the latter part of May and
the first of June when hay “is
really made,” White said.
Between 950,000 and 1.000.000
tons of hay were produced last
year.
“The recent local showers have
brought seme relief," White said,
“but what we really need is a steady

rain for two or three days to help
the crops along and make them
worthwhile."
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PUTS CLUTCH PEDAL
ON THE BENCH!
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Mrs. O. O. Cuddy

Women Walk Behind Men
Japanese men are said to be very
polite persons, but their women, folk must walk behind the men.

Silver City

37 Tiltcn Street,

New Haven, Conn.
During 1939. Grand Canyon Na
tional Park had 395.940 visitors.
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